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I CHAPTER I 
THE ANALYSIS OF TEXTBOOKS 
Introduction 
"Each generation of historians tends to rewrite histo!"J, not only 
in terms of new materials, but in i ts own image.n1 
The above quotation aptly illustrates the important part interpre-
tation plays in the wr:lting of history. It is also quite evident that 
"In any of their several meanings, interpretation and emphasis are of 
vital importance in every effort to understand the past and its rela-
tion to the present and future - of fundamental importance in the study 
of history as a part of education. 112 Thus we see that the manner in 
which historians present to us their versions of historical occurrences 
has a marked effect upon our understanding of the same. Many factors 
enter into an historian's analysis of a period or event. Environment, 
education, social background, prejudices, ideologies, interests, mate-
rial available, the time element, all these and many more determine the 
historians result-product. 
What does this all mean to the layman who reads and accepts the 
historian's ac count, to the student who studies and forms judgments on 
1. Howard R • .Anderson, "Summary of Recommendations for Teachers and 
Administrators," in The Studt and Teaching of American History, 
Richard E. Thursfield, Ed., Seventeenth Yearbook of the National 
Council for the Social Studies, 1946) p. 434. 
2. J. Montgomery Gambrill, "Interpretation and Emphasis: An Intro-
duction," in The Study and Teaching of American History, Richard 
E. Thursfield, Ed., (Seventeenth Yearbook of the National Council 
for the Social Studies, 1946) p. 97. 
~r==:he basis of them? It means that different people vmo have been sub-
!j jected to different accounts form different judgments and opinions. 
This, in non-controversial matters which historians tend to t r eat simi-
larly, is not, perhaps, too important. But where great difference of 
opinion is prevalent among historians, a multitude of interpretations 
causes uncertainty, misinformation, divided sentiment, and can lead to 
intolerance and bitterness. 
We have, in our o~m United States history, a period which fur-
nishes us with a perfect illustration of how trends in interpretation 
change. TI1e years 1865-1877, the so-called Reconstruction Era, have 
been a constant source of dispute down to the present day. Many fac-
tors have entered into the historiography of this controversial era. 
Whether the writer hails from the North or the South, the passage of 
time, more objective research, changing philosophies, the chance to 
carry the torch for some cause, and even the opportunity to capitalize 
on a best seller are some of the elements that have determined what has 
been written about Reconstruction. 
If this period were nothing but a milestone in our past we could 
safely disregard it, leaving it for the historians to dispute about, a 
dispute, which might be of interest, but would be of no important con-
sequence to the nation. However, tb.is is not the case. Our political, 
social, and economic life is, today, still ~ffected by the events of 
Reconstruction. The tenant farmers, the one-party system in the South, 
and the racial supremacy issue have all been a development of the Civil 
War aftermath. Thus a knowledge of the background of these problems is 
a necessary prerequisite to a successful solution. But it depends on 
2 
which historians are studied as to what type of knowledge is gained. 
Purpose 
It is the purpose of this thesis to examine some of the leading 
works on the Reconstruction Era, 1865-1877, with the intent of analyzing 
differences in interpretation and presentation. After having traced the 
coverage of this period by leading historians, a comparison will then be 
made with the manner in which eleven high school American histo:ry text-
books have covered the same period down through the years. From these 
examinations and comparisons it is hoped to show the following: 
l. How the coverage and interpretation of this period 
by leading historians has varied with the passing 
of time. 
2. How eleven high school American history textbooks 
have covered the period from 1875 to the present. 
3. How the works of historians and textbook writers 
compare. 
A complete examination of all the literature on the Reconstruction 
period is clearly beyond the scope of this work. However, an attempt 
has been made to include the most important works. 
No judgments or condemnations of the various works will be made, 
for it is intended only to point out where differences exist, and, per-
haps, why they exist. No writer or school of thought shall be exalted 
over any other. 
II 
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As has been pointed out, the Reconstruction Era is still a living 
issue and remains a point of controversy among historians and other 
interested personages. Were the Radical Republicans too harsh, did 
the North try to exploit the South, m1at part did the Negro play, what 
part did economics and what part d~d idealism play in the results? All 
these questions and many more remain, today, Q~answered to the satis-
faction of all. It is possible to f ind almost any answer you may wish 
to these questions simply by consulting an author with the same con-
victions you may hold. Some praise and some condemn, some are construe-
tive, others destructive, some attempt to be objective, others are out 
and out subjective. 
It is from these works that our high school American histo~ text-
books are v~itten. If recognized authorities differ, then how does it 
affect our textbooks? What have high school American history students 
been t aught about t his subject since the 1870's? An answer to these 
questions will be sought in the examination of the eleven texts 
selected. 
Previous Research 
There has been much research that, although not directly concerned 
with the problems of this thesis, nevertheless contains much material 
that is pertinent to the subject. First, let us examine some of the 
material t hat concerns itself solely with the interpretive aspects of 
the Reconstruction historiography. 
I 
I· 
1\ -~ Du Boisl includes in his 
II analyzes the works of various 
book a very critical chapter in which he 
historians and points out what he con-
siders their weakpoints and prejudices to be. His condemnations are 
severe, and he includes a list of those w-riters he feels to be anti-
Negro , propagandists, or fair to indifferent as regards the negro 
question. 
Green, 2 in an article on W. L. Fleming, has written a rather brief, 
but good, summation of the various trends Reconstruction historiography 
has followed. 
One of the foremost younger scholars of the Reconstruction Era, 
Simkins,3 contributes an important article for all persons interested 
in this period. He points out some of the faLuts of portrayers of this 
era, explains how biased interpretations have been harmful, asks for a 
more honest interpretation, explains how to understand the period better, 
and reveals what he considers to be some of the constructive achieve-
ments and good points of the age. 
Howard K. Beale4 is another member of the newer order of Recon-
struction historians. Writing in the American Historical Review, he 
1. W. E. Du Bois, Black Reconstruction, New York, Harcourt, Brace & 
Co., 1935, pp. 711-737. 
2. Fletcher M. Green, 11Wal ter Lynwood Fleming : Historian of Recon- . 
struction, 11 Journal of Southern History, Vol. II, 1936, pp. 497-521. 
3. Francis B. Simkins, 11 New Viewpoints on Southern Reconstruction," 
Journal of Southern History, Februar,y, 1939, pp. 49-61. 
4. Howard K. Beale, "On Rewriting Reconstruction History," American 
Historical Review, July, 1940, pp. 807-827. 
I 
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reviews the past trends in the interpretation of Reconstruction and then 
goes on to elaborate on new things to be considered in future writings 
about the period. Some of the things that, in the future, writers on 
the period should study more fully, he thinks, are as follows: More 
thought should be given to the forces that caused Reconstruction and 
not so much to the persons involved. Also the period should be examined 
in its setting as national, not Southern, history. The reasons why 
Northerners moved into the South must be sought, not all were avaricious. 
Another question requiring more research is that of who profited from 
Radical extravagance. Lastly, the part played by the Negro and poor 
white element has not been completely surveyed as yet. 
Oswald Garrison Villard, 1 the grandson of William Lloyd Garrison, 
an authority on Reconstruction histor y, and one of the outstanding ex-
ponents of Negro ri ghts in the country, departs from the views of most 
vvriters since 1900 and ardently supports the aims of the Radical Repub-
licans. This departure is novel because, since the turn of the century, 
historians for the most part have heaped abuse on the Radical Repub-
licans. There has been, hovrever, since the advent of the Beale-Simkins 
school, somewhat of a softening in attitude toward the Radical Repub-
licans, but Villard is far in the lead in this sense. 
Exactly opposite in tone to Villard is Albert B. Moore.2 In 
reading his 11 0ne Hundred Years of Reconstruction of the South, 11 one 
l. Oswald Garrison Villard, "Black Controversy, 11 Saturdsv: Review of 
Literature, Vol. 13, January 18, 1936, pp. 3-4. 
2. Albert B. Moore, 11 0ne Hundred Years of Reconstruction of the South, 11 
Journal of Southern Histo£f, May, 1943, pp. 153-180. 
-; 
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could almost believe that he vvas reading a contemporary Southern ac-
cou11.t . Moore claims that histori&""IS have not critically examined the 
severity of Reconstruction and its lingering effects. He places the 
blame for all the troubles of the South, past and present, squarely 
upon the North . He can see no good ·VIrhatsoever as having resulted from 
Northern reconstruction policies. 
Williams1 presents an excellent analysis of the various inter-
pretations of Reconstruction that exist. He also criticizes where he 
feels criticism is due, but on the other hand is free with acknow1edg-
ments of significant contributions. His material on Marxian writers 
is of special interest. 
Articles by Crenshavl and Wish3 slightly touch upon aspects of 
Reconstruction historiography. 
In the educational field much has been Yvri tten that concerns us 
here. 
Invaluable as background material for anyone interested in American 
history, the social sciences, curricula, or textbooks as related to 
A~erican education are articles by Kepner, Cartwright, Tryon, and 
Meredith . 
1. 
2. 
3. 
T. Harry Williams, "An Analysis of Some Reconstruction Attitudes," 
Journal of Southern Histor~ Vol. XII, November, 1946, pp . 469-486. 
Ollinger Crenshaw, 11 The South - Old and New," in The Stud:r ~ 
Teachin& of American History, Richard E. Thursfield, Ed., (Seven-
teenth Yearbook of the National Council for the Social Studies) 
1946. 
Harvey Wish, "The Rise of Modern America," in The Study and 
Teaching of American Histo~, Richard E. Thursfield, Ed.:-fSeven-
teenth Yearbook of the National Council for the Social Studies) 
1946. 
I 
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Kepner1 examines the influence that American histoi"J and geography 
have had upon method from the last decades of the eighteenth century 
through to 1921. Of special i nterest to us is his classification of 
t exts "which r oughly coincides with what appears, from the evidence at 
hand as reflected in the textbooks, to mark the r i se and fall of 
significant educational philosophies, methods, or orr,anizations of 
subject matter. 112 
I. 
II. 
III. 
rl. 
He classifies them as follows : 
Early Americlli< Histories, 1787-1822 
The First "Pedagogical" Histories, 1822-18.50 
Tne First Era of Series, 18.50-1890 
"Topical" Histories, 1890-1921 
Under these classifications he lists what he considers to be the 
important texts of t hese periods. 
CartWTight3 has contributed a significant article tracing the 
development of American history and its pla ce in the curriculum. Im-
portant events, people, and books, pl us the reports of the various com-
mittees and their effect on America_11 history in the curriculum are re-
counted here. For a graphic picture of the place of American history 
in the curriculum, researchers cannot ignore this article. 
Tryon 1 s~ook is somewhat of a history of the pl a ce of the social 
sciences in the school program. Although it covers all of the social 
1. Tyler Kepner, "The Influence of Textbooks Upon Method, 11 Fifth 
Yearbook, Nati onal Council for the Social Studies , 193.5. 
2. Ibid., p. 144. 
J. William H. Cartwright , "Evol ution of American His tory in the Curricu-
lum, 11 i n The Study and Teaching of American History, Richard E. 
Thursfield, Ed., (Seventeenth Yearbook of the National C:::>uncil for 
the Social Studies) 19L,.6 . 
4. Rolla M. Tryon, The Social Sc i ences ~ School Subjects, Part XI, 
Report of the Commission on the Social _Studies, New York, Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 193.5. 
I 
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sciences, a great deal is devoted to history. rt is a valuable work 
for information on trends, texts, curricula, and the effects of previous 
committee reports. 
Meredith1 is concerned vnth the content of American history 
courses and the changes in them that have occurred vvith the passing of 
time. She reveals how certain periods and topics i n our history have 
declined in importance in the eyes of those who study our history and 
how new phases have risen to- replace them. The results of the several 
committee reports· upon the content of iL'Tlerican history texts is also 
discussed. 
There are numerous books and articles dealing with the contents 
and interpretations contained in American history books and of the 
effect various groups and organizations exert on the content of these 
books. 
Tryon reveals part of McDonald 1s2 findings for those interested 
in what phase of our history text writers stressed between 1843-1899. 
He states that, "The heavy emphasis on war and government is the con-
spicuous fact revealed ---, there being no appreciable gain in the 
emphasis on society, education, and economics throughout the almost 
sixty-year period . 1t3 
1. Dorothy Meredith, "Changing Content of American History Courses," 
in The Study ar:rl Teaching of American Histo:rr_, Richard E. Thursfield, 
Ed.:-fSeventeenth Yearbook of the National Council for the Social 
Studies) 1946. 
2. David McDonald Jr., "Analysis of the Trends in Content of American 
History Texts Used jn Secondary Schools 1840-1930, 11 Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, University of Southern California, 1930. 
3. Tryon, ££• cit., p. 159. 
1 Bly the selected 32 recent discoveries , i nterpret ations, and 
emphases published between 1893 and 1928, and then examined 53 secondary 
school American history texts published between 1897 and 1930, in order 
to fin.d how these texts incorporated these new vievvpoints . She con-
eluded that, altho1.:tgh these 32 new viewpoin ts were the work of competent 
historians and had not been opposed, textbook vvriters have been slow in 
accepting them. It would seem they are opposed to change . Bl ythe ex-
pl ains, 11 It is not the purpose here to ac~·rocate that every textbook 
writer s hould accept ever-J new theory. But when a new viewpoint, em-
phasis, or di scovery has been presented through proper cham1els by an 
acJ.mowl edged scholar to American hi storians and has not been seriousl y 
disputed, it appears only reasonabl e to expect a textbook wri ter to 
mention, at least, the existence of such a view. 11 2 
Clem and Ell i s3 compare the space by periods of sixteen American 
history texts. They found a great variance in the amount of space 
devoted to each period and that the more recent period s receive the 
most attention . Reconstruction issues are covered in their arbitrarily 
defined period, Reconstruction and Consolidation, 1865-1898. The 
statistics therein are usel ess for Reconstruction purposes as they cover 
the entire period 1865-1898. 
1 . 
2. 
3. 
Irene T. Blyt he, " Textbooks and the New Discoveries , Emphases and 
View-points in Ame r ican. History, 11 Historical Outlook, Vol. 23 , 
December, 1932, pp . 395-402 . 
Ibi d. , p. 401. 
Clem and Ellis , "Comparative Space by Periods of Sixteen Recentlv 
Published Ameri can History Textbooks, 11 Hist orical Outlook, Vol. '24 
December, 1933, pp . 459- 461 . 
,, 
Redd:i.ck1 reports on a study of American histor;r texts use d in the 
South . Ti1is pr ojec t was lmdertaken 11 t .J ascertai il t he nature of the 
attitudes rele.ti ve to t he Negro as reflected in American history tezt-
2 books . n The reflections of attitudes ~vere regis t ered i.n t wo vmys : by 
what has been said or iml:lliod and by what nas omitted . 11 In neither case 
can compl e tenes s be clairned for t he analysj_s • 113 The survey covered six-
teen states and found t hat 11 The picture of Reconstnlcti on 1:1hich the 
avera ge pupil j_n t hese sixteen state :=; receives is limited to t he So:xth . 11 5 
Tln~ee other dominant t heses w-ere noted a l so . These vrere t hat all 
Negroes were :i.gnol~ant, all Negroes were lazy, dishones t, and extravagant, 
and that Negroes vmre responsible fo r bad f; over~r.lent during Recons truction . 
The general theJ1le of the books exmrrinecl is as follows : 11 The South 
found it necessary to pass Bla ck Codes for t h e c ontrol of the shiftless 
and s omet ime s vicj ous freedme n . The Fr eedm.en ' s Bureau cause d t he Ne gr oe s 
to l ook t o t he North rather t han to the Sou th f or support and b y g iving 
t l1em a false s ense of e~uali t y die' r,1ore haru than good. With the scala-
n ags , t-::1e i~;norant and non- propeTty holding Negroes under the l eadership 
of the co.rpetbaggers, enga2~ed in a -~vj_ l d or gy of s pend:Lng in t he le gis-
l a tures . The hu.rniliation and d istress of the Sou t hern ·whites was in part 
relieve d by the Ku Kl..11X Klan , a secret organization vrhich 
1. 
2 . 
3. 
5. 
Larence D. Reddick , "Racial Attitude s in Al-::terican His tory Textbooks 
of the South, 11 Journal of Negro Hi story, Vol. XIX, July , l93L~ . 
Ibid ., p . 225. 
Ibi~., p . 226. 
Md ., Va., W.Va ., N.Car., S.Car ., Ga., Fla ., Ala., J,hss ., Tenn ., 
Ky ., La., Texas, Ark ., Okla ., and 1fu . 
Reddj_ck , op . ci t ., p . 257. 
--- --
fri ghtened the superstitious blacks. Later, the reestablishment of 
'white supremacy' was completed through the measures of the various 
state legislatures, which were now in the control of the Southern 
people . nl 
LD an article dealing vrlth interpre t ation, Schachner2 exposes many 
of the falsehoods present in textbooks. He declares, "A scant generation 
ago American histo~, as taught in the schools, was a fantastic combina-
tion of fact, myth, and downright falsehoods. 11 3 This he contends should 
not be so. 11 The true facts are known, and should be part of the intel-
lectual equipment of every scholar. Yet the textbook writers persist 
in repe ating the hoary old errors, bl ithely 1LTlt"'lindful that they have 
been exploded on numberless occasions. Thei~ constant recurrence in 
schoolbooks is inexcusable; yet until the educational hierarchy ·bestirs 
itself, American children will continue to be taught myth rather than 
history. 11 4 
IsraelS has taken 35 issues in American history and examined their 
treatment in ten high school textbooks. One of the issues he selected, 
the impeachment of Johnson, is of interest to us here. He finds a 
slight majority of the texts disapproved of the proceedings. One of 
them omitted the rubject entirely; "three skipped discussion of the 
l. Ibid. 
2. Nathan Schachner, "Do School-Books Tell the Truth, 11 American 
Mercurv, Vol. 45, December, 1938, pp . ~-14-i~20. 
3. Ibid., p. 414. 
4. Ibid ., p. lh,20. 
5. J. B. Israel, 11 Certai..D Issues in American History and Their Treat-
ment in Ten High School Textbooks, 11 'Unpublished Master 1 s Thesis, 
Boston University School of Education, 1948. 
j. 
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justification of impeachment but related extensively an indictment 
• 
1 against the proposed coup. 111 
Canfield2 examined the part nationalism has played in the ·writing 
of American history textbooks. He found definite nationalistic tend-
encies in our texts. This appears in many ways . 11 It may appear in a 
harsh use of words that at once begets hatred for other peoples; it 
may appear in the choice of events and the emphasis placed upon the 
event, or, in other vrords, the propaganda used; it may appear in the 
subtle description of some event glorifying beyond its worth some 
happening, and at the same time by implication belittle the opponent; 
or by suppressed facts that give a warped idea of t~1e events, as dis-
closed by later discoveries; no matter how it appears, it is there, in 
~ 
the older style of textbook particularly. "..) 
In any examination of contents or. interpretations present in 
textbooks, thought must be given to the effect outside influences may 
have had on these texts. It is no secret that considerable pressure is 
exerted, from time to time, on what is written in our history texts by 
persons, groups, or organizations interested in writing history according 
to their ovm tenets or in their own i nterests . Several writers have 
touched upon this theme. 
1. Ibid., p. 
2. Kenneth B. · Canfield, "Emphasis on Nationalism in the Writing of 
American History Texts, 11 Unpublished I\!Ta.ster 's Thesis, Boston 
University School of Education, 1931. 
3. Ibid., P• 57. 
"-
Pierce1 has written a report concerning civic organizations and 
their influence on what is taught to our youth . She reveals the 
policies of such organizations as the American Legion and the Ku Klux 
Klan as to what should be stressed historically in the training of our 
young people. This report is an enlightening revelation of the part 
played by these powerful organizations in promoting their own programs . 
Beale2 has written A History of Freedom of Teaching in American 
Schools that admirably describes the problems faced by educators in 
presenting nffi"r materials or materials that conflicted vri th the phi-
losophy current in certain areas. Nowhere is this better illustrated 
than in his expose of the effects of sectionalism in preventing any 
new interpretations of the Civil War and its after effects from ap-
pearing in the South. 
Knowlton3 is loud in his condemnation of the political catch-all 
that education has become. He also laments about all the self-appointed 
experts who attempt to dictate vvhat our schools and teachers should be 
like. Of the schoolbook he says, "Rivaling the teacher as a means of 
transmitting ideas, the .American schoolbook has for a generation been 
the football of politics, the scapegoat of orators, journalists, and 
teacher critics, and the first and readiest offering to the god of 
False Economy . 114 
1. 
2. 
Bessie L. Pierce, Citizens' Organizations and the Civic Training 
of Youth, Part III, Report of the ComnQssion on the Social Studies, 
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1933. 
3. 
Howard K. Beale, ! HistoR} of Freedom of Teaching in American Schools, 
Part XVI,. Report of the ommission on the Social S'tlidie s, New York, 
Charles 0cribner 1s Sons, 1941. 
1 P. A. Knowlton, "Politicians, Teachers, and Schoolbooks," I
4. 
Scribner's Magazine, Vol. 9.5, June, 1934, pp . 421-424. ,~~~ 
Thi9:.' p. 421 
I 
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Starr1 attacks nationalism in tex tbooks. He calls for a revision 
of texts throughout the world seeking the truth and not just national-
istic preacbj_ng . He contends, 11 0ne fundamental reason why -vve are 
fQmbling with irorld cooperation is that the present generation has been 
miseducated by it s ovm nationalist textbooks. Each national group has 
vvri tten its OlN11 interpretation of past history, which prevents a fair 
and objective judgment of present and future developments •112 His 
review of certain historical occurrences, and comparison of how the 
countries involved treat them in their textbooks, should be noted by 
anyone interested in varying i nterpretations. 
1. Mark Starr, " Purging the Textbooks, 11 ~ Republic, Vol. 113, 
December 31, 1945, PP • 892 -893. 
2. Ibid., p~ 892. 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
RECONSTRUCTION HI STORIOGRl1.PHY THROUGH THE YEARS 
On April 9, 156.5, Lee s urrendered, and the task of rebuilding 
the South began . The years from 186.5 to 1877, when the task was con-
sidered complete~ were years of hardship, corruption, scandal, and 
bitter hatred in the South . This period has c ome to be known as 
Reconstruction, although to many, this title is a misnomer . Some 
people claim that Revolution would be a more apt titl e, because the 
South was not rebuilt in its past lD{eness, but was reconstituted upon 
a wholly new social, political , and econonic basis . Others would not 
limit Reconstruction solely to the South . Nevins says, 11 All of 
American life, and not merely the political and social structure of the 
South, undG!";vent a reconstruction in the dozen y ears after the Ci v"il 
w Ill m ... 11ar - - -. Y•Hile still others feel that Reconstruction actually began 
as early as the 1830 ' s and was an Lmdisguised attempt by the North to 
rebuild the South in its 01'ffi image . The Civil ' var vras but a culmination 
of' this at tempt. Beale believes DeGtruction might be a sui table title . 
He claims, " The ve!"J terms ' reconstruction ' and ' Radical' were misnomers . 
b1 the South the period might be called one of Northern attempts at 
reconstruction. It was nnre exactly a destruction of the South as it 
had been, for the destructive process was permanent whereas the 
l . l..llan Nevins, "Annals of American Culture, " Saturday Review of 
Literature , Vol. 4, October 8, 1927 , p. 167 . 
I 
II 
new Radical structures lasted only while supported by Northern force. 
Real reconstruction did not come m1til Southerners were free to work 
it out for themselves. 111 
The vast majority, however, accept the title Reconstruction, 
and the years 1865-1877 as deliwiting its extent. The divergent views 
-' 
above are presented merely to illustrate that some controversy exists 
even as to the name and the years covered by the period. In fact, 
controversy mi ght be used as a synonym for Reconstruction, so much of 
it exists in the interpretation of the period. The important element 
in these differences of interpretation is the fact that the r esults of 
Reconstruction are still with us today. T'ne Solid South and the tenant 
farm-crop lien system are direct results of Reconstruction, vlhi l e the 
racial segrega t i on question has been our pr:i.me inheritance from this 
era. In any question of contemporary importance, past background plays 
an linportant role. Thus, interpretation of this past assumes an im-
portance in its ovm right. In no case is this more so than in Recon-
struction historiography. Because the re sults of Reconstruction still 
live, so does its history and its i nterpreters, be they good or bad . 
The words of Francis B. SinL'kins are as pertinent today as they 
were in 1939. 
The issues of most periods of A.rnerican history 
have been so satisfactorily settled that they are now 
significant only as possible explanations of aspects 
of contemporary events and institutions . This is not 
true of the main issue of the Reconstruction period : 
The great American race question. It i s almost as 
timely today as when it arose in 1865; - - -. 11 2 
l. Ho1vard K. Beale, The Critical Year, -! Study of Andrew Johnson and 
Reconstruction, New York, Harcourt Brace & Co., 1930. 
2. Simkins, ~· cit., p. 49. 
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It can easily be seen that men an old problem retains its 
prominence, its history lends itself readily to those who can profit 
by interpreting it in their ovm interests. Although this has not been 
the case in all Reconstruction historiography, it has been an important 
factor in a gr eat deal of it. Si~cins goes on to comment on this and 
to cite a spe cific example . 
This continued survival of the post-bellum era 
explains why the interpretations of those years are 
so varied and so numerous. Conservative scholars have 
described tpe follies and rascalities of Negro poli-
ticians and their Carpetbagger friends so as to make 
the reader thankful that such knavery cannot be re-
peated in his time. Less scrupulous ~~iters have so 
effectively correlated the events . of Reconstruction 
with those of their ovm times that their books have 
been best sellers. The outstanding example of this 
is Claude Bower ' s Tragic Era in Which an attack upon 
the Republican enemies of Alfred E. Smi th in 1928 is 
veiled behind attacks1upon the Republican leaders of 1868, 1872, and 1876. 
W11ile not attempting to shew how Reconstruction history has been 
used for sUbjective purposes, Green gives us a concise account of the 
different trends in interpretation. 
The subject of reconstructi on and the readmission 
of the Southern states into the Union has attracted the 
attention of a large number of American historians. 
These historians have taken widely divergent views, both 
as to the approach and ti1e inte~Jretation of the period. 
Some of them have taken the positk>n that the history of 
Reconstruction should concern itself largely with con-
ditions in the seceded states, and th~ have made the 
South the core of their stu(lf; others have chosen to ap-
proach the problem from the opposite pole, and have 
devoted chief attention to the victorious North rather 
than to the vanquished South . The contemporary writers 
on the era almost uniformly took the view that t he 
Southern whites were traitors and that they and their 
l. Ibid.' p. 49. 
l'f 
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Democratic allies of the North, under the leader-
ship of Andrew Johnson, would if unchecked destroy 
by the ballot the Union which had vvithstood the ap-
peal to arms ; on the other hand, they regarded the North-
ern Radicals as the real defenders and saviors of the 
Union. 
A laGer group of historians saw the conflict be-
tween Johnson and the Radicals with less prejudiced 
eyes . They did not regard Johnson and the Southern 
whites as traitors but, rather, as loyal and well-
meaning ci tizens who, by resisting the program of the 
Radicals as first expressed in the Fourteenth .Amend-
ment, were responsible for the mistakes and suffering 
Qnder later Radical reconstruction. This second group, 
like the first, looked upon reconstruction as a political 
problem and largely i gnored its economic and social as-
pects. During the more recent years a great mass of 
literature on the period came from the press. TI1e recent 
1vriters advanced new points of view, both as to the con-
flict between President Johnson and the Radicals and the 
fundamental meaning of reconstruction. They not only 
came to the defense of Johnson but actually pictured 
him as the wisest and most far-seeing statesman of the 
period. The,v stressed the social and economic signifi-
cance of reconstruction rather than its political 
phases and maintained that r econstruction enabled the 
industrial North and East to fasten upon the Union an 
economic philosophy and system which the combined 
1.'\fest and South might have defeated, as they had checked 
it in the generation prece dli1g the Civil War. l 
These variations in interpretation have not been without their 
effects . It is in the field of racial issues that they have manifested 
themselves most strongly. Simkins declares that, "A biased inter-
pretation of Reconstruction caused one of the most important political 
developments in the recent history of the South, the disfranchisement 
oi' the blacks . "2 
Not only has the Negro been disfranchised in most parts of the 
South for many years, but he is again becoming the center of the white 
l. Green, £:2. cit . , pp . 497-498. 
2. Simkins, .2£· cit., p. 5o. 
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1 supremacy issue. Since the election of 1948 there has been a recur-
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rence of some of the old &1tagonisms dating back to Reconstruction. 
The Democratic party, despite the opposition of the solidly Democratic 
South, has promoted a civil rjghts program destined to protect the 
rights of the various minority groups in the United States. The 
Negro, being the largest minority group in this count~, naturally 
will be affected most by this program. The South, where the vast 
majority of the Negroes reside, and in many areas outnumber the whites, 
is bitterly opposed to ttns plan. In its opposition, the South has 
resorted, in some areas, to tactics reminiscent of Reconstruction days. 
The Boston Sunday Herald 1 s report of the mayoralty primaries in New 
Orleans gives us a good example of what is happening . 
For the first ti1ne since reconstruction days 
this famous southern port city is witnessing a 
major political contest in which the doctrine of 
"white supremacy" is being openly espoused on 
street corners . ---In a bro.ad sense the open appeal 
to racial hatred in this nominating primary, ---, 
further highlights the civic rights controversy 
that has splintered the South politically and has 
been marked by a resurgence of Ku Klux Klan activ-
ities in other southern states . ---New Orleans is 
noted for its old world atmosphere of gracious living 
and broad tolerance. It i s a "melting pot" city 
similar to New York. It subscribes to the southern 
pattern of segregation, but it has seldom known 
racial tensions or acts of violence since the "carpet-
bagger" days after the Civil War.l 
After reflecting upon the foregoin..g illustrat ions of the continued 
timeliness of Reconstruction issues, and of the varied manner in which 
they are presented, one agrees with Simkins that 11 T'nis extremely partisan 
judgment of still timely historical events imposes upon the historian of 
1. Boston Sunday Herald, January 22, 1950. 
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Reconstruction a serious civic duty. He must foster more moderate, 
saner, perhaps newer views of thfu period. 11 1 
Having seen how some of the results of P~construction are still 
part of our daily lives , and having briefly exarni ned the variety of 
interpretations that exist, let us trace the course of Reconstruction 
historiography from its beginning, noting changes in trend, i mportant 
historians and their works, an.d including conunent.s and criticisms of 
various writers. 
As mi ght be expected, sectional f eeling dominated writers for 
many years. Crenshaw says that for a 11 generation after Appomattox 
sectional bias dominated the historiography of the Reconstruction era. 112 
In all events it was the dominant theme dovm to the turn of the centur:v. 
Northern historian~ long accepted the thesis of the Radical Republicans 
that the Radicals had saved the Union by their l~construction program, 
that Andrew Johnson was a drunkard and an incompetent . Naturally the 
Southern v""iew was just the opposite to this. No chronicler of Recon-
struction history prior to 1900 gained any pre-eminence in this con-
troversial field. 
A mild sample of the Northern i.J.J.terpretation is given to us by 
Andrews. He conunents that 11 Andrew Jolms on succeeded to a task for v..rh ich 
he vras ill-fi ttecl. Conceited, obstinate, and pugnacious, he began by 
alarming the South vnth threats of whol esale punishment for the ' crime 
of treason, 1 and ended by al ienating his own party through his slack 
1. Simkins, Q£• cit., p . 51. 
I II 2 . Crenshaw·, 2.£• cit., p . 1L~7 . 
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methods of re-establishing the States." 
As for the harsh acts of Congress , he blames the Black Codes and 
the South 1s acts of electing rebels to Congress as the main reasons 
for these . 2 
Andrews acknowledges tha t "dreadful evils" r esulted from the 
"radical method of Reconstruction resorted to by Congress, 11 3 but then 
sa,ys , "Yet, after all, one cannot see how the giant problem of resusc i -
tating the South could, under the c ircumstm1ces, have been solved more 
successfully . The plan proposed by President Johnson had sufficient 
trial to show that it must have led to ills Y..o r se thm those actually 
experienced. 11 4 
He defends the actions of Congress stating, "Congress was certainly 
justified in insisting tl1at the revived States should be placed on the 
most loyal basis pos sible, 11 and that , 11Wi thal, considering the stupendous 
upheaval in Southern society marked by the erection of bondmen into full 
citizens, dark days were few. n5 
It was not until the mrn of the century that any giants in the 
interpretation of this period appeared on the hori zon. It was then that 
we witnessed the da1m of Dunniqg:, Burgess and Rhodes, three men vmo were 
l. E. Benjamin ~ldreffs , HistorY of the United States, New York, 
Ch2rles Scribner's Sons, 1894, p . 197. 
2. Ibid., p. 199. 
J. Ibid.' p. 244. 
4. Ibid.' p. 246. 
5. Ibid. 
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to have an ~nportant and lasting effect upon the stor~ of Recon-
struction. The times were more propitious for an objective survey of 
the period. It was still true that "Both sections we re retar ded in 
rewriting history by their regard for a host of aging war veterans 
whose feelings objective history might injure. 111 Nevertheless, the 
passing of time had somewhat reduced this barrier, and we entered a 
new era in Reconstructi on historiography. 
The leader of these attempts at re-vrriting Reconstruction his t ory 
was rill iam A. Dunning of Columbia Universi w. He was to have a 
l asting effect on the interpretation of the period, and hi.s followers 
carne to be knmm as the Dtmning school. "For the first time meticulous 
a.."ld t...rwrough research was carried on in an effort to determine the truth 
rather than to prove a thesis . 112 
The picture portrayed by the Dunning school is favorable to the 
South. Beale says, " The emphasis of the Dunning school was upon the 
harm done to the South by Radical Reconstruction and upon the sordid 
political and economic motives behind Rac]j_calism. ,3 Williams describes 
the outlook of the school more fully . 
Most of the profess:ional historians vrri ting on 
southern reconstruction have been members of or fol-
lowers of the so-called Dtmning school. They are 
l . Beale, -A History of Freedom of Teaching, p . 198. 
2. Beale, On Revrriti.ng Reconstr~ction History, p. 807. 
J. Ibid. 
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largely responsible for the familiar stereo-
types of Reconstruction. According to their 
interpretation, Reconstruction was a battle 
between two extremes : the Democrats, as the 
group which included the vast majority of the 
whi t es, standing for decent government and 
racial supremacy, versus the Republicans, the 
Negroes, alien carpetbaggers, and renegade 
scalaHags , standing for decent government and 
alien i deal s. These historians wrote literally 
in terms of white and bl ack. This is not to say 
that they did no t recognize the fact that there 
vrere differences bet·ween Southerners on such is-
sues as Negro sufferage. But they explained the 
difference in terms of individual motivation. 
Thus Southerners who advocated the vote for Negroes 
were either bad men, or wartnne Unionists who hated 
"rebels, 11 or kindly planters who lmew Negroes well 
and wanted to control their votes in the right 
direction . Although the Dunning l".rri ters sensed 
an apparent disagreement between the planter-
business class and the small farmers on the Negro 
question, with the planters being willing to accept 
a position of gr eater equality for the Negro, they 
did not explore the difference or try to ascertain 
whether thire were economic or social causes for its 
existence . 
Dunning, although not sympathetic with Radical Reconstruction, 
recognized the complexity of the problem and could not help but admire 
the success of the Radicals if not their methods . Dunning comments , 
"As to Reconstruction, the term is t o moot people merely a synonym for 
bad goverv~ent, and conveys no idea of the profound problems of state-
craft that had to be solved betwe en 1865 and 1870. 11 2 
He goes on to express his am1iration for the Radicals ' political 
capacity. 
'rhe re construction of t he Southern states, ---
is one of the most remarkabl e achievements in the 
l. Williams, op. cit., pp . 473-474. 
2. William A. Dunning, Essays on the Civil War and Reconstruction and 
Related Topics , New York, I\l ad.lillan Co . , 1898,pp . VII-VIII. 
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history of government. As a demonstration of 
political and administrative capacity, it is no 
less convincing than the subjugation of the Con-
federate armies as an evidence of military 
capacity. - - -
In the path of reconstruction lay a hostile 
white population in the South, a hostile execu-
tive at Washington, a doubtful if not decided~ 
hostile Supreme Court, a divided Northern senti-
ment in respect to negro suffrage and an active 
and skillfully directed Democratic party. Yet 
the process as laid out in 1867 was carried 
through to its completion.1 
He then makes a statement which illustrates the central theme in 
his interpretation of Reconstruction. 
Another way of attaining the end would have 
been a simple decree by the majority in Congress 
to the effect that, the freedmen and white Union-
ists in the rebel states should organize govern-
ments, and control those states indefinitel y 
thereafter. Essentially that was the conscious 
practical purpose of reconstruction, and every-
thing beyond ' that in the content and execution 
of the Reconstruction acts was incidental. But 
the incidental testifies2to the sagacity of those who directed the policy. 
And finally he concludes, 11 That the purpose of reconstruction 
evinced as much political wisdom as the methods by v;hich it was attained, 
is not clear. 11 3 
In his Reconstruction: Political ffi1d Economic, Dunning further 
develops his interpretation of the period which was to become so famous . 4 
1. Ibid., pp. 247-248. 
2. Ibid., p. 2)0. 
3. Ibid. 
William A. Dwl~ing, l1econstruction : 
New York, Harper and Brothers, 1907. 
Political and Economic, 
See pp. 116-117, 213. 
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John W. Burgess, a contemporary of Dunning, a Columbia scholar as 
well and a renovmed Reconstruction historian in his ovm right, adopts 
much the same view as Dunning. Burgess felt that for a "re-establishment 
of a real national brotherhood bet·w-een the North and the South, 11 the 
South must acknowledge "that secession was an error as well as a failure" 
and that a corresponding acknowledgment on the part of the North in regard 
to Reconstruction is equally necessa~ .1 Burgess, unlike Dunning, is not 
so skeptical of the intent of the North . He writes, 
I must not be understood as questioning in the 
slightest degree the sincerity of the North in the main 
purpose of the Reconstruction policy of that period . On 
the other hand, I maintain that that purpose was entirely 
praiseworthy~ It 1vas simply to secure the civil rights 
of the newly emancipated race, and to re-establish loyal 
Commonwealths in the South . But there2is now little ques-tion that erroneous means were chosen . 
Burgess, indeed, paints an emotional and morose view of the era . 
He states that, 
2. 
A period of darkness now settled dmm upon these 
unhappy communities blacker and more hopeless than the 
worst experiences of the war. The conduct of the men who 
now appeared upon the scene as the creators of the new South 
was so tyrannic, corrupt, mean and vulgar as to repel the 
m_storian from attempting any detai l ed account of their 
doings, and to incline him to the vaguest outline. ltfOre-
over, it is most difficult to fix upon reliable facts in 
t his period of confusion and polj_tical night, illuminated 
only by the lurid gleams of passion and hatred. It is best 
for the North, best for the South, best for the whole 
country and best for the 1~rl d that this terrible mistake 
of the North and this terrible degradation of the South 
should be dealt with briefly and i mpersonally, and that 
lessons of warning should be drawn from these experiences, 
instead of mult)plying sriminations and recriminations in 
regard to them. 
John Vv. Burgess, Reconstruction and the Constitution, New York, 
Charles Scribners ' Sons, 1902, p:-vi~ 
JJJid. 
II 3. I, Ibi d .. , p . 246 
A third historian ·who rose to prominence at the same time a s 
Dunning and Bur ges s was James Ford PJ1odes . His epic, History of the 
j United States since the Compromise of 18.2ol has become a classic of 
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Am.er:Lcan history . Rhodes' acconnt is more favorable to the North than 
are those of Dunning and Burgess. He did see some good points in part 
of t he Reconstruction policies ru1d approved of the Freedmen 's Bureau, 
the Civil Rights Act, and the Fourteenth Amendment. Q~ the other hand, 
he was severely cri tical of Andrew J ohnson, had no great respect for 
Thaddeus Stevens and held the same anti-Negro attitude as did Burgess . 
Rhodes ' interpretation centers about the Fourteenth A'TI.endment . 
This A.rnendment he believes to be the crucial factor in ReconstructJ_on. 
If Johnson and the Sout~ had accepted its provisions, Reconstruction 
as it subsequently evolved might not have happened. 
The vievrs of Dunn ing , Burgess and Rhodes 1"lel'e to l:1.ave a lasting 
effect on Recons truction historiography. 'l'he3r set a pattern that has been 
hard to overcome , and Beale commented in 1940 that "The ideas of the 
Dunning School still l argel y influence writing on the Reconstruction 
period. 112 It was probably tln'ough their writings, more s o than for any 
other reas on, that the saying origin..a ted that 11 The North won the Ci vii · 
War: the South won Recons truction." 
Schou2.er, in 1913, took a major step in re-evaluating the career 
of Andrew <Tohnson. Others had touched upon this subject somewhat s i nce 
J ames Fo:rd Rh.odes , History of the United States since the Compromise 
of 1850, New Yorl:, the MacMillan Co., 1904. 
Beale , On Revvriting Reconstruction History, p . 808 . 
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1900, but Schouler was the first to examine the question extensively. 
He "felt deeply that this much maligned President needed a vindication 
as agaj_nst other historical viTi ters . 111 
Schouler correctly prophesied that 11 that unhappy executive 
(Johnson), --, will be held in kinder regard by posterit y than he was 
by his fellow-countrymen during his lifetime •112 He dispels some of the 
charges made as to Johnson 's egotistical nature and his driru(ing habits, 
and then develops his good points &lch as his honesty, coc~age, con-
sistency, and fai t:b..fulness. Schouler also sees the other side of the 
picture . He admits Johnson was unconfiding and states " Johnson proved 
himself a much wiser statesman than politician while in supreme station, 
and was wanting in tact and flexibili ty . 11 3 
He does not accept Rhodes 1 interpretation of Johnson, stating, 11 I 
think his chapters which relate to the years 1865-1869 are quite unjust 
to Johnson, both from what he states openly of that president and from 
the manner of his statement. rr4 Dw.ming, Schouler feels, is inclined to 
11 levity 11 in his conclusions.5 
Another prominent writer on this period, during the first t hree 
decades of the twentieth century, was Walter Lynwood Fleming. His 
l. James Schouler, Histo!.'Y of the Reconstruction Period, New York, 
Dodd, Mead 8c Co., p. III. 
2. Ibid.' p. l. 
3. Ibid., p. 12. 
4. Ibid., pp . 3-4. 
5~ Ibid.' p. 5. 
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1 Seauel to .Appomattox was published in 1921 and has since become a 
stand-by on Reconstruction history . Fleming has devoted his entire life 
to the period, and Green says of him, "no other one man has contributed 
so much to the understandin~ of the period as Walter Lynwood Fleming 
and he stands out as The Historia..11. of Reconstruction. 112 Fleming is 
sympathetic to the South and follows the Dunning theme closely. He 
has done much research and writt en voluminously on the subject. His 
contribution has not been so much in the realm of new ideas on the period 
but in the great amount of materials he has amassed on the era. 
Probably the outstanding contribution of the 1920's to Reconstruction 
historiography v:ras the rehabilitation of Andrew Johnson. Johnson had 
been bitterly hated in his OVV11 time, and historians had not looked upon 
him wiUt favor through the intervening years. 3 His courage and honesty 
were not challenged, but other aspects of his character, his suitability 
for the job, his methods and his policies were discredited. In the 1920 ' s, 
l ed by Stryker4 and Winston5 we began to get a reinterpretation of John-
son's career. This trend was carred on by Beale, 6 Bo·wers, 7 Milton, 8 and 
I. Walter Lvnvvood Flemin~, The Sequel to Appomattox, New Haven, Yale 
University Press, 192~. ---
2. Green, 2£· cit., p. 521. 
3. There have been exceptions to this as we have witnessed in the case of 
Schouler. Burgess, too, comes to Johnson's defense. See Burgess, 2£• 
cit . p . 221. Many writers attribute the rehabilitation of Johnson 
801-eiy to the 1920 1 s and ignore the earlier work done on this question. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Lloyd P. Stryker, Andrew Johnson: f::. Study in Co'ti!:'age, New York, 
The Maclli.llan Co . , 1929. 
Robert W. Winston, Andrew Johnson, Plebian and Patriot, New York, 
Henry Holt and Co., 1928. 
Howard K. Beale, T'ne Critical Year: A Stu~y of Andrew Johnson and 
Reconstruction, New York, Harcourt, Brace ' CO., 1930. --
Claude G. Bowers, The Tragic Era, Cambridge, Houghton Mifflin Co., 192~ 
George F. IVI:ilton, The Age of Hate, New York, Coward-McCann, Inc., 
1930. 
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others. Johnson now was pictured as a man with foresight, his polici es 
were praised, and his cri tics were seen in a much less lustrous light. 
He now came to be as highly praised a s he had been l oudly damned. 
Another interesting vievvpoint of the 1920 1 s on Reconstruction was 
that of the Beards •1 Being primaril y economic historians, they vie'."f 
Reconstruction from an economic angl e . They feel that economics and not 
politics was the guidn1g force of Reconstr uction . The Beards point out 
that higher tariffs , the Homestead Act , the National Banking Act, in-
creased irmnigration, the subjection of the South, and the triumph of 
business o-ver state leg islatures a11d stat e taxes by means of the 11 due 
process" clause of the Fourteenth Amend..ment had resulted in great gains 
for business, agriculture, and finance in t he North and rest . To hold 
and safeguard these gains , the Radic al Republicans pas sed by forc e the 
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments , the Force Acts , and the Reconstruc-
tion Acts. They particularl y stress the Fourteenth A~en&nent and the 
effects of its famous 11 due process " clause declaring that, " Thus the 
triumphant R~publican minor:i_ty, in possession of the federal govern"!lent 
and the mj.litary power, under the sanction of consti tutj_onal forms , sub-
clue d the s tates ~or all time to the unlimited juris diction of the federal 
Supr eme Court . 112 
Aside from stressing their economic theory of cause, the Beards ' 
accom1t differs little from that of its predecessors. Speaking of the 
1 . Charles A. & I!Iary R. Beard., The Rj_se of Arneri~ Civilization, 
Vol. II, Neiv York, The Iv:acMillan Co . , 1927. 
2 . Ibid .' p . 114 . 
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Negro problem they state, 11 It was accordingly a..n al:r;J,ost insuperable 
task vrhich t he Republic&! Adrninistration encountered in trying to g i vc 
civil r i ghts to a class that had no economic poyrer or socia l organization ~11 
Therefor e , 11 I.n these circumstances., the Washin.gton government , apart from 
a t tempts to give temporary economic relief through a freecilnen's bureau, 
confined its work on behalf of the Negroes mainly to conferring civil 
and social rights upon them in paper proclamations. 112 
T'ne Radical Republicans received what might be called the Dunning 
treatment from the Beards . 
The same radical majority in Congress that sought to 
uphold the legal rights of the Negro, ·with equal insistence 
tried to keep the surviving members of the planting aris-
tocracy, battered and beaten, i n complete subjection. ---
Thus in addition to working a profound social and economic 
transformation, the leaders of the government at Vfashington 
0ought to guard themselves as long as possible against the 
expected reaction. Se l dom if ever, before had there occurred 
in the affairs of a nation a revolution so drastic, so ef-
fective3 and so well protected against the inexorable' 
recoil. 
In 1929 appeared a book that was to carry the Dunning theme to 
extremes. Claude Bowers Tr agic Era was des tined to become a best seller 
more because of its passionate nature than its historical acc'Ltracy. 
Bowers 1 book is vividl y partisan toward the South, and its attacks on the 
North are bitter and sarcastic . The book follo·ws the Dunning theme of 
the evil Radical Republican, carpet bagger, Negro, scalawag union, but 
excedes any ot.."ler in the bitterness of its condenmation of these forces . 
1. . Ibid.' p. lib." 
2 . Ibid., p . 117. 
3. Ibid. p . 121. 
With the advent of Bowers, Reconstruction historiography had traversed a 
course from one extreme to another. Bowers was as exceedingly anti -
1 Republican as contemporary writers had been pro-Republican. 
A sample of Bowers 1 powerful style can be seen in this ardent 
defense of Johnson. 
So appalling is the picture of these revolutionary 
years that even historians have preferred to overlook 
many essential things. Thus, Andrew Jolmson, who fought 
the bravest battle for constitutional l.ibery and for the 
preservation of our institutions ever waged by an JBXecu-
ti ve, until recently vras left in the pillory to which 
unscrupulous gamblers for power consigned him, beca_use 
the unvarnished truth that vindicates him makes so many 1 
statues in public squares and parks seem a bit grotesque. 
The 1930's brought a new revision aimed at a more middle-of-the-
road account. Howard K. Beale and Francis B. Sim~u1s are the leading 
exponents of this new view. Their interpretation stressed economic and 
socia l matters over political and deviated from the Dunning theme in that 
they found some good points in the Reconstruction program . That all of 
Reconstruction vvas not destructive, but that some of it was constructive 
i s brought to the fore by these I'ITi ters. 
Beale was not satisfied ·with some of the accepted accounts of Re-
construction. He states, 11 I have not been convinced by Rhodes 1 simple 
explanation t hat the unreasoning obstinacy of Johnson and the South in 
the face of an ove!"Nhel.ming popular verdict for the Fourteenth Amendment 
1..ras responsible for the subsequent extremes of reconstruction. 11 2 He then 
explains why he has revised the traditional. conceptions of the period. 
l. Bowers, 2E.. cit. , p • V. 
2 . Beale, TI1e Critical Year, p. VII. 
"An extended study of campaign correspondence and speeches has led me to 
revise completely the traditional reasons for the decision in favor of 
Radical reconst~ruction. 111 
Following an economic argument similar to the Beards 1 , Beale con-
tends that Reconstruction was i mposed on the South i n order that the 
North might control the federal government and pro t ect the economic 
gains they had made as a result of t he war . He feels that 
Then an industri al ized Northeast dominated by busi-
ness principles that vve re to create the machine -made 
Ame r ica of today, face d an agrarian South and West con-
tending for t hose time-honored principl es of frontier 
individual ism and plantation aristocracy which had 
dominated an .~erica t hat was passing. TI1is peace- time 
struggle for supremacy i n the newl y preserved Union con-
t5_nued until the victo:rJ~ at the polls i n November, 1866, 
decided that henceforth New England bred economics and 
social standards, rather than t~ose of the frontier and 
pl antation shoul d rule America. 
The election of 1866 Beale considers to be the crucial point of 
Reconstruction. 
Southern policy and nationally important economi c issues 
were open questions in 1866. The election, however, as -
su.red the subjugation of the South to Nort hern militarJ 
rule for a number of years, and, holding the South impotent, 
enabled the Radj_cals to force their economic policies upon 
Northern opponents. By the time Radical domi na.tion of the 
South had spent itself in failure, t he new economic order 
was fir~y establ ished in the country beyond danger from 
attack. 
As might be expected Beale 1 s book did not pl ease everyone. In 
reviewing it Nevins has this to say. 
l. Ibid., p . VITI. 
2. Ibid.' p . l. 
3. Ibid. , p . 2. 
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The 1·veakness of Mr. Beale 1 s b ook lies in a certa:i_n 
overemphasis upon economic motives . He can easj_ly show 
that these selfish No rthern politicim1s ough~, by all 
the rules of the economic historiam, to have been think-
j_ng of their tariff, their favorable internal revenue 
system, and their land grants, when they were dealing 
with the South. He can..TJ.ot show that Stephens , Sumner, 
\1\fade, Butler, Boutv:ell, Lo gan and the rest actually did 
so think. The probability is tbat they vYere actuated by 
political far more than by economic motives : that r.10n 
like Sunme r, Trumbull and Schurz were really governed 
chiefly by their regard for the suffering negro, and men 
like Stevens and Butl er by their war-born hatreds.l 
In 193.5 an important bool<:, Black Reconstruction, by the Negro 
historian W. E. B. DuBois, appeared . I:Yri tten j.n a Marxian style, this 
book upholds the role of the Negro in Reconstruction . DuBois can find 
little evidence to justi f'y the views of conventional historians, and he 
presents what he considers to be an accurate version of Heconstruction. 
I-Ie claims that writers wish to forget slave:t"'J and desire only to justify 
the ·white Sout.1. He l ooks upon Reconstruction idealistically as a 
democratic movemen t led by labor to rebuild the South in its ovm i nterests. 
DuBois does not hes itate to exbress his opinion of other writers. 
He declares Rhodes was trained as a business man and not as a historian 
and that he accepted only information that supported his thesis. Rhodes, 
DuBois felt, vras primarily a historian of prope rty; of economic history 
and t he labor movement he knm'f nothing ; of democratic government he was 
contemptuous.2 Rhodes also felt that the Negroes were an inferior race , 
a view that DuBois resents . 
Of Burgess, DuBois says, "Burges s was frank and determined in his 
l . Allan Nevins, The First Crisis, Saturday Review of Literature , 
Vol. 7, Oct. 4~930, p . -17.5 . 
2 . DuBois, £2· cit. , p . 717-718. 
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II anti-Hegro thought. He expounded his theor-y of Nordic supremacy which 
1 
1
/ colored all his political theories • 11 -
for DuBois charges him -vri th. being a copperhead and sympathetic to1vard 
Nor does Dunning escape unscathed 
I 
I 
I 
2 
the South. 
On the subject of the Beards he is more lengthy. 
One reads for instance Charles and Mary Beard 1 s 
Rise of American Civilization with a comfortable feeling 
that nothing right or w ong is involved. Manufacturing 
and industry develop in the North; a grarian feudalism 
develops in the South. They clash, as winds and waters 
strive , and the stronger forces develop the tremendous 
i ndustrial machine that governs so magnificently and 
selfishl y today. 
Yet i n this svveeping mechanistic interpretation, 
there is no room for the real plot of the story, for the 
clear mistake and guilt of rebuilding a new slavery of 
the working class in the midst of a fateful experiment 
in democracy; for the triumph of sheer moral courage and 
sacrifice in the abolition crusade; and for the hurt and 
struggle of degraded black mHlions in their fight for 
freedom and their attempt to enter democracy. Can all 
this be omitted or half suppressed in a treatise that 
calls itself scientific ?3 · 
1
1 
On the subject of the Negro question DuBois rates Dunning, Burgess, 
I Rhodes , and Fleming as being anti-Negro ; Bowers he calls a propagandist, 
while Beale he rates as being fair to indifferent as r egards Negroes. 
Following are several coments on Reconstruction historiography as 
II taken or derived from DuBois' book. 
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1. 
1. 
2. 
W'nite historians negl ect the part Negroes played in Recon-
struction. 
Historians of the Dunning school write not to seek the t ruth 
but to prove a thesis . 
Ibid., p. 718. 
2. Ibid., p. 726. 
3. Ibid.' pp. 711+-715. 
II 
II 
3. 11 Li t tle at tent ion paid to the rise and economi c development 
of the poor whites and their relation to the planters and to 
Negro l~bor after the war. "l 
~- · " The whole development of Reconstruct ion was primarily an 
economic developmentJ but no economic hjBtory or proper 
material for it has been written . It has been regarded 
as a purely political matter - --. 11 2 
5. Recent writers discard government reports and s ubstitute 
selected di aries, letters, and gossip . Yet it happens 
government records are an historic source of "I'Tide and 
unrivaled authenticity . 
Oswald Garrison Villard presents an :interpretation that is 
reminis cent of the pre- Dunning era . Since the t urn of the centu~, few 
ki nd words have been spoken about the Radical Republicans, but Villard 
stands out as a tree on the plain . He is a fi rm supporter of the Radi -
cals and hol ds that modern historians do no t associate themsel ves with 
the period they interpret. On this subject he states, "Rarely does any 
of these latter-day historians project himsel f i nto t he temper and 
pas s ions of the times. Most of them seem to think that it ·would have 
been the simplest thing in the world to have sat dm¥11 at a table, victors 
and vanquished, and settle d the whole thing in the course of a day or 
two • 11 3 He then goes on to find fault with the method used by many 
historians . 11 The t rouble with many of the histor ians of the Recon-
struction period from John W. Burgess and his Columbia satellites dovm, 
is that they accept the contempora~J representations of the carpetbag 
governraen t at the ir f a ce val ue without having made a determined effort 
to get at all the f acts, and after extolling the achievements of tl1e 
r escuers of the whites f rom 1 odios black tyranny, 1 stop t here. They 
l. Ibid.' p . 721. 
2. Ibid.' p . 721-722. 
..., Villard, £1?.• cit. J p . 3 • .)o 
do not go on to inquire what the results have been; whether justice and 
fair play a11d good govern.~ent and as rapid progress as should have come 
really took ~lace. I do not deny t hat the carpet-bag governments, too 
often manned by scalawag politicians from the North, gave plenty of 
excus es for the attacks made upon them . But I do point out th~t the 
indictment of t hem has been overwhelmingl y partisan and prejudiced, and 
that the Sou them viTi ters have not adequately assessed the results of 
what was substituted in their place. 111 Villard then states his own 
position. "Under the circumstances of the times. and because of the curse 
of politics in the whole reconstruction venture , and because of conditions 
in the South, it was perhaps an insoluble problem when Lincoln died. Yet 
it need not have been, and I for one remain of the opinion that the Black 
Republicans have been justified by time in their aims and ideals, and in 
the general statesmanship of what they proposed . 112 
The ideas of Francis B. Simkins are often associated wi th those of 
Beale. He is another member of a newer group of historians who have 
broken away from the Dunning theme, and 'Nho hold a more moderate view 
towards the North 1 s part in Reconstruction. Si.lllkins realizes that his to-
rians have pl ayed as big a part as politicians have in discrediting Re-
construction, often solely for the purpose of excluding the Negr o from 
politic s . He states, "Historians, sensing that the discrediting of the 
period in which the Negro most freely participated in politics justifies 
his subsequent exclusion from those activities, have condemned the 
l. Ibid.' p . 4. 
2. Ibid., p . 15 
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Reconstruction measures as sweepingl y as have the Southern politiciru1s. 111 
He claims that "The cap ital blunder of the chronicler of Reconstruction 
is to treat that period like Car lyle 1 s portrayal of the French Revolution, 
as a melodrama involving wild-eyed conspirators whos·e acts are best 
described in red flashes upon a canvas. Such a treatment creates the 
i mpression that Sou thern society was frenzied by misery. This is at 
best t he picturesque pageantry of the artist; at worst, the cheap sen-
sationalism of the journalist or the scenario writer. At all odds it is 
woefully one - sided and tmhi storical . 112 
Simkins does not side with t he ol d view th.at Recons truction measures 
were harsh and radical. He believes that, "A truly radical program would 
have called for the confiscation of land for the freedmen. Land was the 
principal form of Southern wealth, the only effective weapon with which 
the ex -slaves coul d have battled for economic competence and social 
equality. 11 3 Continuing in a telling manner, he s ays, "The dominant 
Radicalism of the day naively asstuned that a peoples 1 salvation could be 
obtc>_ined through the ballot and the spelling book . 11 4 Finally Simkins 
contends, 11 In another vital respect the so-called Radicals of the 1860's 
lost an opportunity to attempt genuine radicalism. TI1ey did not try to 
1. Simkins, 
.2.1?.· cit., p. 50 
2. Ibid., p . 51. 
3. Ibid~' pp. 55-56. 
4. Ibid.' p . 56. 
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lack s ince rity. 111 ' 
of Reconstructio~ l 
destroy the gr eatest obstacl e to the :Negroes 1 salvation, 
caste system . Cont eiPporary professi:m s of such attempts 
Si~cins especially stresses the constructive aspects 
He declares, 
Some of the political a cts we re as sane and con-
structive as those of the FTench Revolutj.on. They were 
concerned with educational, constitutional, and political 
reform, and were instrumental in putting the Southern 
states in line vvi th the progressive spirit of the nine-
teenth century. - - - Moreover, in aspects of life not 
directly political there were achievements during the 
post-bel h un era so quietly canst ~ucti ve that they have 
escaped the attention of most historians. This is true 
even of DuBois , t he colored author who?ardently defends 
the Reconstruction record of his race .-
One of the most important non-political reforms was in the field of 
agriculture where the Negroes were becoming established on farms, although, 
it is true, they didn't ovm most of these farms. Simkins says, "This 
abandonment of the communal character of the Southern plantation bestowed 
upon the Ne groes the knerican farmer's i deal of independent existence . 
This was a revolutionary reform more i nportant in the actual life of the 
freedmen than the sensational but largely unsuccessful political changes 
attempted at the time . 11 3 
Simkins likewise points out changes in the connnercial system and in 
religion. The com..rnercial system of the South was altered by the breakup 
o.f the plantations into smaller units , which r esulted in the creation of 
a small trade and a demand for small crecit. The end product of all this 
1 . Ibid. 
2. Ibid.' pp. 51-52. 
J. roid., p. 52 . 
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was the development of towns, stores, and banJ<:s to a greater degree than 
previously existe d in the South. Religion also ·witnessed a change in 
the south. The Blacks established independent churches with a mi nimum 
of ill-feeling. This, in itself, was qui.te an accomplishment . 
Lastl y , S:i_mkins points out a couple of his ideas on what is necessary 
for a better understanding of Re constr uction. A more balanced under-
standirlg of the period, he f eels, cannot be had without de s criptions of 
the social life. Also, the impartial historian cannot accept the theor-y 
of the i nnate inferiority of t he black race; conclus ions of modern 
anthropolo~J dispute t his. 
In 1940 Beale made another important contribution to the study of 
ReconstrJ.ction. The 1930's witnessed the first attempts at interpreting 
Reconstruction according to Marxian principles. In his ..Qg Rewriting 
Reconstructi on Histor_y Beale offers a few com__ments on some of these at-
tempts. DuBois 1 version Beale considers to be "distorted by insistence 
upon molding facts into a Marxian pattern. 111 He, however, does not 
charge duBois ·with being a f ull fledge d Marxist. He believe s "Some 
Marxi s ts would disown DuBois. Yet his interpretation he owes to !.iarx' s 
i nfluence . Pe rhaps it would be fairer to Marx to call DuBois a quasi- - -
Iv1ar .A:is t. 11 2 
The work of James S. Allen adheres more closely to Marxian t heory 
tha:.'1. does that of DuBois) Beale cbes not accept Allen's interpretation 
1 . 
2. 
3. 
Beale, On Revn.·iting_ Reconstruction H:Lsto!JC_, p. 809 . 
Ibid . 
James S. Allen, Reconstruction, The Battle for Democracy, New York, 
International Publishers, 1937. 
I 
but does admit it has caused vv-.citers to modif y their ovm points of view.l 
It is interes ting t o note t hat in a review· of Allen's book shortl y 
after its appearance Hacker makes no mention of any Mar xist tinge to the 
book . Hacke r states t hat 11 James S . Allen has writt en an honest a nd in 
many respects a thoughtful book on our Reconstruction period . 112 He 
further goe s on to say that Allen "ha s dra-~m up a creditable account of 
the histor:-r of an epoch vrhose significance American historians have al-
ways trag i cally misunderstood. u3 
Hacker then advances his mm. ideas on the Reconstruction problem. 
" It is i nteresting to note that none of the writers on t he Reconstruction 
period has examined its processes i n the Northern and par ticularly in t he 
Nort hwes tern states. For the whole Republican Party was undergoing a 
profound transforma tj_on; and a study of the new forces at vrork i n it as 
soon as the Civil vv·ar t ermi..'lated vrill help e:cplain much more s atisfactorily 
t han & . Allen has why Reconstruction failed in the South. 114 
I If Beale and later writers noted a definite Marxist bias to Allen ' s 
I 
Jj 
i nter pretation, t o what is Hacker 1 s failure t o no t e this to be attributed? 
In addi tion to revievving various interpretations of Reconstruction, 
Beale discusses various factors which he believes need further reexamination 
if eve are to ge t a more complete picture of Reconstruction . I-Ie feels that 
1. Beale, On Relfrriting Reconstruction Histor:-r, p . 809. 
2. L. M. Hacker, Why Reconstruction Failed, New Republic, Vol. 92 , 
October 27, 1937, pp . 346-347 . 
3. Ibid. , p . 346. 
4. Thid.' p . 347 . 
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l. Study forces and not persons . 
2. Study Reconstruction in its setting as 
national, not Southern history . 
3. Study reasons why Northerners moved into 
the South; not all were avaricious . 
4. Study who profited f r om RacLical extravagance . 
5. Stuey further the Negro part in Recon.struc tion . 
6. Stucy further the poor whites ' part in Reconstruction. 
In an article by Albert B. Moore, in 1943, we meet a complet e re-
versal from the more moderate view of Reconstruction current in the 
1930 1 s . Moore is exceedingly partisan toward the South, blames the North 
for much of the troubl es of the South, and can see no good in any part of 
the policies of the Radical Republicans. This article is an extremely 
good eyample of how Reconstruct2.on history can still be used today as an 
effective weapon by those with an axe to grind. 
The South, 1!'-0ore cla jms, was reconstructed 11wi th a vengeance and 
violence 'remarkable in the history of human conflict •111 He then exclaims 
against the man.ner in which the peri od is treated. 11We have formed the 
habit of examining the phenomena of the reconstruction of the South after 
tl:1e Civil Via.r -- that is , the period 1865-1877 - - in a very objective , 
almost casual way and wi th l ittle regard to their essence and their 
significance in southern an.d national history . 112 Added to this , Moore 
feel s , is the fact t.'"lat the harshness of the period has ceen overlooked. 
1. Moo r e , .2£• cH . ,' p. 153 . 
2 . Ibid ., p . 154. 
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As much as Reconstruction has been studied in this 
country it should not at this late hour be necessary- to 
point out its severity, its permanent effects upon the 
South , and its influence upon various aspects of our 
national history . Yet few have examined critically 
the harshness of it and its persistent and manifold 
effects. While crucifying the South, the dominant 
Radical e roup of the North, thanks to the blindness of 
hatred, believed it was being lenient.l 
ViJ1zy vras the South treated so harshly? One reason, Moore contends, 
is that preachers, newspapers, magazines and books spread the idea of 
clras tic punishment for the South . What did the South do about this? 
r.1oore answers, "The South did little or not hing to neutralize Radical 
northern propaganda . --- There was , in the very nature of things, little 
that the South could do to disabuse the Radical no rthern mind that was 
disposed t o believe evil of it . There was simply no escape for South-
erners from an awf ul scourge. Even more courage and fortitude than they 
had displayed on the bat tlefield would be required to endure what was in 
store for t hem. 112 
The articl e is filled with other charges of abuses inflicted upon 
the South . Speaking of the use of military force by the North, Moore 
argues, "There was no probl em that exceeded the power of civil authority 
to handle. n3 He proclaims of t h_e i gnorance of the North as to the suf-
fer:ing of the South . " It would be safe to say that the people of t he 
North never understood hovf the South suffered during the Radical regime.u4 
l. Ibid., pp . ill- 156. 
2 . Ibid.' p . 15). 
J. Ibid. ' p . 157. 
4. Ibid., p . 159 . 
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And to Buck 'sl assertion that little property was confiscated he takes 
violent ex ception. Moore declares Buck overlooked large amounts of 
cotton seized, the loss of slaves and the consequent fall of land values 
entailed. .Also the repudiation of Confederate currency, Confederate 
bonded debt, and the war debt of the states vvere confiscation of property 
rights . 2 
Particularly interesting are Moore's views on the effect of Recon-
struction on t he pr esent day South . He feels because of ramifications 
of the Reconstruction process the South has acquired a colonial s tatus, 
not only in the e conomic system but also in the psycholgoy, sentiment, 
culture, and politics of the nation.J He believes that, "Reconstruction 
made a large contribution t o the development of a slum-folk class in 
1\ the r u r al South. The sharecropper -crop-lien faxm economw of the South 
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has produced a htL'llan erosion system more costly than soil erosion. 114 
"The inferiority complex of Southerners since Reconstruction, and to a 
gr eat extent because of Reconstruction, is a cruel and potent fe.ct in 
t he his tory of the South. 11 5 
It is his contention that the North was to blame for Reconst ruction, 
for the Negr o trouble, and t.'le sharecropper system . The differentials 
between North and South as to Tariffs, war pensions , patents and freight 
rates he attributes as t raceable to Reconstruction. "The privileged 
l. Paul H. Buck, The Ro ad t o Reunion, Boston, Littl e Brown & Co . , 
1937, p . 25 . 
2 . Moore, op , cit . , p . 156. 
3. Ibid., p . 153 . 
4. Ibid.' p . 163 . 
5. Ibid., p . 66. 
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triumvirate of tariff , pensions, and patents - a l l g ifts by a northern 
control led gove!'ll.ment - have added enormous wealth and pmver to the No.rth 
at the expense of the South an.d West . The loss of political po·wer by 
the South, resu~ ting from the Civ-il War a."ld P..econstruct:Lon, has made 
poss ible this momentous f ac t in intersectional relati ons • 111 
Unlike his contemporaries, Moore can discover no redeeming feat ures 
about Reconstruction . He makes no meYJ.t i on of social progress vrhatsoever . 
Wil liams nrovides us with a."l excellent analysts of various inter-· 
pretations of the era, describing ther.1 and pointin<=> out what he c onsiders 
to be t heir faults . Placing all vr.ci te~~s in one ca t egor-y up to about. 
1930 he s~;s: 
Earlier writers on Reconstruction, whether they vmre 
P..epublican politicians or southern polemicists, journal-
ists or historians, exhib:i.t ed a nmnber of historical 
deficiencies , but in general it may be said that they told 
a story that was too s:imple and naive . It was s L .Jle in 
that the terri~le complexL ties of Reconstruction were 
presented j_n the easy terms of stereotypes - the good white 
Southern Dmr:ocrats fighting against the bad colored epub-
licans and t heir insidious northern alJ.ies , or vice versa . 
It was naive in t~'l8.t virtually no analysis was made to eJ~­
;>lain ·why people acted as they djd. Thus carpetbaggers 
were dishonest because they nere bad men or Republicans, 
but no attempt was made to describe the forces which con-
tributed to their dishonesty. 2 
Next he describes :1ow the revisionists l ed by su.ch men as Beale 
;:mel Si:11kins have brought about changes. 
T:'1e :revisionists have forced several modifications 
i'1 the 2econstruction story. They have demonstrated, anwng 
other things , that t he corruption of the Reconstruction 
state governr.1ents has been exaggerated, and Jchat in any 
cas e corru;;ti:m was a nati onal, not a purely southern, 
phenomenon, Yri th an expand.:i_ng capitalism_ as the chief 
corrupting agent; that the supposed astronomi cally high 
appropriations of the Re construction govem1nents see:rr. 
1 . Ib i d . ' p • 168 • 
2. '."J'i lliams , ~· cit., p . 469. 
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so only :i n compa. r ison vd:th the nigp;ardly budgets of the 
planter - controll ed r,overnments of t he ant e - bell u.\11. per::od; 
t hat although t he Re construction g overnments were corrup t 
and dis honest, they mus t be credited lil:Lt h def'j_nite progres s 
in t he f:i.e l ·Js of ):"Jopular educat j_on and :int erna l i.Dprove-
ments .i and t hat t he national reconstruct:~on pro gram vra.s 
radica l only :Ln a supe rf~ cia.l sense in that it gave 
politj_cal po"Tcr to the Her,ro but failed to provide 
economic povl'er t hrough the promised confisca tion and 
mmers hip of land, and thus t hat because t h e position of 
the Negro hy d no lasting basis his n ue ' ''!as easj_l y 
overthrm'm . 
'' illia:ms c all s the Beale thesis a s e d,j_ona.l cl ass explanation of 
Re construction and p; i ves his a naly sis of t he t hesis . 
c cording to this thesis , :':e construction was a 
successf ul a ttempt by northeas tern bus j_ness , ac ting 
t ltr ;)1.1[';h tre Ii.epubl:Lca.n party , to control t he nat ional 
go vern ment f or its mm economic ends : notabl y , t he pro-
t ective t ariff , the national banks, a so1md currenc y . 
To acco!ll;_"!lish its pro grar;t, the business clas s had to 
overthrow f r om t he s eats of power the old r uling ae;ra.rian 
class of the So"Llth and ':'lest,. This it did by inaugur ating 
:::?.econstrnctj_on, Yr:.1ic h made the South Republican, and by 
sell:Lng its polic:i.e.s to t he voters "'lr.ca.pped up in such a.t-
tra.cti ve vot e - gettinc; packa.,:~e.s as nort:1er n :ratriotism or 
the blo ddy s hi. :ct . 2 
DuBois 1 t heories are a l so e.·:amined by Will~ams . Of D.:tBois, 
WiJ.liarns says , 11 He bol dly proclaims t :m t Heconstruction was a l abor 
~ ·wve;::ent , an atte:rnpt by the 1Y~lite and bl a ck proletariat to control t he 
J 
Sout h , 1a. vis:' on of democracy across racial l ine s . 1 11 -' 'ti:i. t h t:tis 
li{illiams does not agree and feels t hat DuBois i s in error . h 
l. Ibid . ' Pf' · h69-470 . 
2 . Ibid . , p . wo. 
3. Ibid . ' p . lf?LJ . 
4. Ibid . 
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He does however lend some credence to DuBois 1 belief that "idealistic 
l forces" pl ayed a part in the H.econstruction drama. 11 DuBois was ---
correct in c ontending that idealistic forces played a part in .shaping 
reconstruction policy, and his point is a good, although minor, cor-
1
1
1 recti ve to the purely economic analysis. 
the men who made Reconstruction were mo ve d by issues of economic and 
But the major fact remains that 
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political power far more than by democratic idealism. 112 
Despite his belief that DuBois was wrong in the conclusions he 
reaches about Reconstruction, Williams pays him this tribute. 11 In some 
respects he go t closer to the truth of Recons truction than any other 
ivriter . 113 
The IJ!a:rxist writers also get a share of Williams 1 attention. 
An interpretation of northern motivation that 
differs in part from both Deale and DuBois has come 
from Marxist historians and \>\Titers. The Marxian 
thesis has been elaborate~ prAsented by James S . 
llen, who regards H.econstruction as a plan :formu-
l ated and carried through by big bus iness to enable 
it to dominate the nation . Up to a point, this is 
only the Beale thesis dressed up in Marxian jargon . 
i\.llen, however, proceeds to advaTlce the claim that 
the business program was 11 democratic, 11 because in-
dustr;l, in achieving power, smashed the old feudal 
pl a0ter class of ~1e South and thus helped prepare 
the way for the c oJ11ing of the industrial state which, 
after business itself was smashed, would evolve into 
a perfect democracy of the Marxist variety. In re -
cent years , vvri ters of i'ffarxist persuasion have dropped 
Allen's emphasis on the class struggle, and have pre-
sented Reconstruction as a straight-out pla11. of 
equalitarian democracy . The new departure has been 
mos t strikingly expressed, in fictiolBl form, by 
l. Ibid., p . 473. 
2. Ibid. 
3. Ibid. , footnote 1113, p. 474 
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Howard Fast;- who flatly states that the Reconstru ction 
acts of 1867 we re intended ' to create a new democracy 
in the South. 1 tt2 
Williams classes Allen and Fast as Marxists but does not consider 
DuBois to be one. He defines Marxi sts as "those writers who frankly 
state that they are interpreting histo~r accordjng to the laws and 
predictions of Karl Marx and to those -v.l:1 o without ac.."k:nowledging Marx 
vrri te history that confornE to the Marxian pattern. n3 
Two nevr books by distinguished Reconstruction historians appeared 
in 1947.4 
S:L11kins continues to pain t a picture of the period that is not 
dominantly black . He adds nothing significantly new to his past accounts, 
still feelmg that too much emphasis has been put on the political side 
r:' 
of Reconstruction and thus historians treat it as all bad.:;J 
He explains Johnson's failure as due to the fact that "there existed 
no place in his constructive thinking for the enormous economic and 
social changes - largely centering around the Negro, which Northern 
victory made inevitable .. 116 
l. Howard Fast, Freedom Road, New York, See p. 71. For Allen's 
viewpoint see his Reconstruction, The Battle fo!:_ Democracy, pp . 
18,22,81,89. 
2. Williams, ~' cit., p . 472 . 
3. Ibid., footnote #5, p . h72 . 
4. F. B. Simkins, The South, Old and New, New York, A. A. Knopf, 
1947, E •. Merton Coulter, The South During Reconstruction, 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana State U. Press, 1947 . 
5. Simkins, The South, Old and New, New York, A.A. Knopf, l9h7, 
p . 209. 
6. Ibid., p . 180. 
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He does include a somewhat telling remark that mi ght cause thought 
among t hos e historians who can see no goo d in Hadical Reconstruction. 
11 0n the other hand, increases in ta.,"'C rates and debts characteristic of 
the Radical governmen ts are ins ignific cn t in comparis on to similar in-
creases in the same Southern states under the control of vh ite Democrats 
l 
in the tvrentieth century • 11 
Coulter is emphatic in poi nting out that his work is concerned with 
the "South during Heconstruction - not Reconstruction in the South. 112 
The best des cription of what Coulter has tried to do i n his treat ment of 
the period is t aken from his own words. 
As each generation fe els constrained to r ewrite t he 
past, points of view and methods of approach necessarily 
chan ge J and so rev is ionis ts ar ise. 
The au t 110r of this work feels that there can be no 
sens:ible departure from the well known facts of the Re-
construction program as it was applied to the South. No 
amount of revision can writ e away the grievous mistakes 
made in this abnormal period of American history . Tins 
·writer , therefore, has not attempted it. Departing from 
the usual, however, he has sought to dis cover as far as 
poss i ble wl1.at wer e the a s pirations of Southern white 
Radicals and Negroes and what was their defense against 
charges made by traditional Southerners . --- Also, he 
has made an effort to b roaden the picture of the South 
during Reconstruction by giving greater attention to the 
lives of the people, vrhite and black , i n their mcn y 
interests and activities apa rt from politics . In this 
respect more than in any others, t his wor k would lay 
claim to have revised older treatments of the Southern 
Reconstruction period.3 
Coulter devotes a section of his book to source mat erial on the 
perirQ)d . His r emarks on Marx:i_st >vri t ers and Beale are i'rorth noting. He 
1. Ibid . ~ p. 198. 
2. Coulter, 2.£, cit., p . IK. 
3. Ibid., p . XI. 
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states, " There has recently been an attempt to interpret American 
history, and especially the Reconstruction period, from the standpoint 
of the class struggle, which has been as unscientific as it has been 
farfetched . The two best examples of this effort are James S . Allen, 
and i i{ 'R. DuBo1· s . 111 
' . -
Beale's On Rewriting H.econstruction History Coulter feels is 
"interesting and challenging" but an "overstatement of certain views . 11 2 
s Tili ght be expected, Coulter 1 s vmrk does not meet >vi th favor in 
all e,yes . J. H. Franklin strongly criticizes Coulter for i gnoring the 
studies of Beale, Siml<:ins , DuBois, and others . 3 
2 . Ibiifi. , P• 403. 
3. J. H. Franklin, "Whither Reconstruction l-Iistorj_c)graphy? ll 
Journal of Negro . Education, Vol. 17, #4, 1948, pp . 4h6-461. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE RECONSTRUCTION IN TEXTBOOKS 
The Role 2.£ the Textbook 
The aftermath of t he Civil War, Reconstruction, has been the subject 
of countl ess books and articles; the i n.t erpretations have been va~ied . 
This we have seen in t..l-J.e fo regoing survey of some of the l i terature on 
the subject . Next, an e1~amj_11.ation of eleven high school American his tory 
t extbooks shall be made to discover t.ovr these t exts t reat the period, 
186)-1877. The first of these texts was printed in 1875, the latest i n 
1950; the others present a bal ac·1ced coverage of the i.ntervening years . 
In Em effort to escape the charge of arbitrarily selecting events or 
i ssues to be examined, all events or j_ssues rnentioned in the text::: , that 
occurre d between 1865-1877, are noted. .Arr:/ Emteri a l devoted to this 
per:: o ci, ;'rhether it pertains to the North or South, East or ~est, is 
included in the tables herein . 
That the textbook holds an important pl ace in American education is 
ac!rJ1.mvledged by all. Meredith says of it, "Students of America11. education 
have often observed t hat what is taught in the public schools is, for 
l t he most part, what is in the textbook . 11 Accord:l_ng to Kepner, social 
l. lv1eredi th, .2£• cit., p . 35. 
studies texts ·occupy an importa11t niche because they "tend to mirror 
ma jor cl a11ges in American Educatio __ .ul Its position Tras even more secure 
i n years gone by . Tryon remarks that, "During the forty years afte1 1860, 
the textbook in history for use in both the elementary and secondary 
schools was 1King of Kings 1 and 11ord of Lords . 1 It 1'ras the be all 
2 
and end all of the content in history taught in these schools. " 
The role of the textbool.: undoubted~y has been, c:tnd still i s , vi tal 
in the education of our youth . NoV'rhere is this mor e so than in the 
field of hi stoFy. Textbooks , perhaps even better than any other fonn of 
literature, are admirably suited to the purposes of propagandists in 
indoctrinating youth to their philosophies . Texts also promote and 
preserve interpretatior1s of history, be tl1ey r i ght or wrong . ~ t times 
I 
:/ in our hi story , rigid control of history texts and teachers has been 
1
, too rt:le . This 11vas the result of sectional differences occasioned by 
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the Civil War and Reconstruction. Beale declares that 11 Southern 
sectionalisr.1 was particularl y concerned to control the history texts used 
in the schools. 11 3 The South -vras not alone in this stand; 11 For a genera-
tion after the Ci vi l Ylar, little history was taught either Korth or 
. 4 South that was not na rrowl y or even bitterl y sectlonal." 
The South was especially earnest in its atter.1pts t o control the 
tex ts used i n Southern schools. 11VU1.en Southerners provided tlle i r mm 
1 . Kepner, .2.12.• cit . , p . lL~3 . 
2 . Tryon, £12• cit ., p . 154. 
3. Beale , History of Freedom .££ Teaching, p . 201. 
4. Ibid. , p . 197. 
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texts or dictated 1mat Northern texts s hould contain, they insisted upon 
p ro-Southen1 prejudice as strong as the Nort hern b ias of books they 
barred. The South entered upon a long period when texts and t eache rs 
·were made to foster and preserve sectional prejudice and bitterness . 
Even ari t bme tics were carefull;v- inspected for pos s ible aspersions on 
l the Confederacy • 11 Especially vigilant were the CoD~ederate ve terans . 
Dodd states., "To make conditj_ons worse our grand coYl~ederate carD.ps fear 
what t hey call 'false history ' may be smuggled in from the North and have 
his tor-J comrni ttees 1"ri th representatives in every congressio::1al district 
vrhose bus i ness is t o keep watch and put out of the schools an;-l and all 
bo,:ks which do not come up to their standard of local patriotisra ---. n 2 
In the North, although prejudice began to break cb~:m soone r, there 
were elements t hat slow·ed the process. Beale found, "In the North, 
re j_nterpretation began in the last years of the century. It precipitated 
a struggl e bet-v1re en teachers of the nevmr history a..'1d those members of al-
most every comrmmi ty who felt it their duty to keep faH.h with the heroes 
of 161 . Many a young t eacher was forced to abandon his new history for 
the partisan bias of men who ' lmevr because they had lived th..rough it .' 
::::n t hos e c:Icws the G. A. R. was strong enough to make itself felt."3 
The w·orld War was the event, Beale finds, that turned the North away 
from the secUonal connict . "The Vvorld War led to new emotional outlets , 
l. Thid.' p . 196. 
2 . W. E. Dodd, "Some Difficu lties of the His tory Teacher in the South, 11 
South Atlanti c (marterly, Vol. III, April, 1904, pp . 120-121. As 
quoted in Beale's, Histo~L of Freedo~ of Teaching , p . 201 . 
3. Beale, }tisto~ of Freedom of Teaching, p . 198 . 
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created a national unity and left in its wake new problems that have kept 
the censors busy suppressing nore urgently objectional doctrines than 
one r s ·vie1frs on the Civil War . In the North, then, repressi on on sectional 
grounds gro-,Jing out of the Civil War has become unimportant since the 
Worl d War •11 1 
The War had its effect on the South, too . "Since the World War 
sectional feeling has controlled teaching in the South less than formerly . 
• _ increasing munber of Southerners are free from it. Yet the South as 
a whol e is still supersensitive . It clings to its sectional pre judices 
with a certain pride . Sectionalism does stil l in many vvays control 
Southern teaching and Southern teachers, either as restriction i mposed 
from outside , or as a subjective force from 1Nithin. 112 
By 1941 pressure exerted on teachers in both North and South had 
greatly subsided. "In most places even views in conflict yJi th sectional 
feeling may now be expressed. For instance, about four out of five 
teachers i n the North may criti cize the acti vj_ties of the abolitionists 
and Northern rule of the South . The South is more s ensitive. Only about 
two out of three Southern and Border State teachers dar e criticize their 
secession l eaders, and on ly a little over half of tl1.em may regret Southern 
failure to accept the results of the Civil War . 11 3 
With sectional feeling still far from being non- existent, the histo~ 
textbook has been, is novr> and ·will continue to be a force in the rela-
tionshi ps bebieen North and South . With our youth being subjected to such 
l. Ibid.' p . 199. 
2. Ibid.' p . 20;2 . 
3. Ibid., p . 239. 
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bitterly pr e judiced propaganda as is quoted below, let us hope the 
wri te rs of history t extbooks will str ive , in t he f uture , t o produce a 
product objective in view and representing all sides of any issue. 
The follow:in g quotation is pre sented as an exw2ple of what a 
partisan organj_ zation has attempted to instill into the youth of the 
South . 
In what was lmown as the ' Recons truction Peri o d 1 
followirJ.g the Civil War there came to the front a class 
of Politicians of the baser sort that came near wrecki ng 
the South and dis gracing the No rth . Thanks to the bet-
ter elements, bot h North and South, the plague of venal 
Politicians was stayed, not however until a gigantic 
political blunder had been made , of conferring citizen-
ship and the franc h ise upon four millions of people who 
still bore the marks of the Jungle in their brains, and 
ever since has been a fat breeding gro1.md for corrupt 
politicians . l 
Textbooks R'::amined 
The foll owing eleven high school American histozy textbooks have 
been selected as a representative sample of high school America.n history 
textbooks cover :ing the peri od fro m 1875 to 1950. These books m~ e to be 
examined so as to discover their treatment of the period 1865-1877 and 
to compar e t his treatment with t hat accorded the period by historians 
specializing in this period. The books in this list are arranged 
chronologically. 
l. Steele, Joel Dorman, Barne 1 s One-Term History, ! Brief History of 
the United States for Schools, New York, A. S. Barnes & Co., 18~. 
2. Eggleston, Edward, ~ Histor1 of the United States and Its People 
.f2L the Use of Schools, New York , D. Appl eton & Co., 1888 . 
l. "Educational Study for the Junior Citizen's Club of the Ku Klux 
IQan, 11 ~Kourier Magazine , Vol. III, Jan. , 1927, pp . 19-21. 
As quoted from Pierce, Citizens 1 Organizations and the Civic 
Training of Youth, pp. 325-326. 
3. Fiske, John, ~ History of the United States for Schools , 
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 1896. 
4. Mdiaster, JohiJ. Bach, !:. School History of the United States, 
New York , American Book Co., 1897. 
5. Thompson, Wadqy, ~History of the United States , Boston, D. C. 
Heath & Co., 1904. 
6. Mont gome l'"IJ, D. H., The Leading_ Facts of .American History, Boston, 
Ginn & Co., 1910. 
7. Muzzey, David Sav"i.ll e, An American History, Boston, Ginn & Co., 1911. 
8. Charles A. and Mary R. Beard, History of the United States, New 
York, the MacMillan Co ., · 1921. 
9. Elson, Henry Willirun, Risto~ of the United States of America, 
New York, the MacMillan Co., 1926. 
10. Harlow, Ralph Volney, Story of America, New York, Henry Hol t & 
Co., 1937. 
11. Yarbrough, W. H. and Brlmer, C.V., !:_History of the Unite£ States 
9z Unit Plan, New York, Laidlmv Brothers , 1941. 
12 . Todd, 1. P., and Curti, Merle, America 's His torv, New York, 
Harcourt , Brace & Co., 1950. 
Selecting The Textbooks 
Several factors entered into the selection of the eleven textbooks 
that are ru1alyzed herein . Ju1 attempt has been made to select books that 
fall into at least one of the following categories : texts that have 
been wi dely used, texts by well knovm historians or textbook writers, 
texts chosen for· special reasons such as the geographic~ background of 
the au thor, ne"l'mes s of the text, special characteristics, or availability . 
I
. Each de cade since 1870 is represented by at least one text and in 
some cases two. 
I 
I 
It being that this thesis concerns itself vd th tex t books used in 
no_gh school American histo~J courses, it must be pointed out that, prior 
I to 1900, there was l ittle or nothing to enable one to dii'ferentiate 
betwee!l. books used for high school or graJTl.mar school American history 
1\ 
courses. CartwTigh t states that before 1900, "In the curricul a of the 
school s of the United States , American History was shovm only in the 
seventh and eighth grades, or second cycle. It was for this second 
cycle t hat most editions of textbooks published before 1900 were 
intended. 111 
Me!'edi th echoes somewhat the same find.i.ngs . She found that " the 
popular textbooks vrere used both i n grammar school and high school 
courses, and be cause the second and third books of many 'series 1 included 
much the same material, it seems that through most of the period from 
1860 to 1890 l ittl e differentiation can be made between the content of 
upper grade and high school Ameri can history courses • 112 
Therefore, the r eader must bear t his in m.ind in connection vvith any 
material present ed r e l ative to the texts published before 1900 . 
Let us briefly examine the texts that have been selected. There is 
litt le doubt that Steel e 1 s text was the most popular of its day . Cart-
1vright says that., " Probably Steele ' s volume, , was more wi del y usod 
than any other during the last thirty years of the century. 11 3 Tryon 
state , " In the academies of New York --- Barne 1s 1Brief History of the 
United States • led the field,'' 4 in the decade following 1879, and 
1. Cartwright, ~· cit., p . 28. 
2. Meredith, £2• cit., p. LJ+ . 
3. Cartwright, QE• ill•' p. 29. 
4. Tryon, £2· cit ., p . 156. 
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Ilf.ceredi th quotes Stout as saying_, 11Barne 1 s Bri ef History of the United 
States is co s i dered to have been the mos t POl ular AE1er.i can history text 
of the 1870 ' s and 1880 ' s, used by more s t udents than any other sjngle 
text i n the field. 111 
Eggles ton, 1:~ontgomery and i\1uzzey are -vrell known in the field of 
text wri ting , and f or t~1is reason, their texts have been selected. Kepner 
attests to their popularity by includjEg them 11 among the bes t sellers. 112 
The works by Fiske and Md~aster Yrere selecte d because their authors 
are !1oted his torians ·whos e efforts at text writing are w·ell vmrth 
e:cam::i_11i ng • 
The volumes of Thompson and Yarbrough and Brtmer are chosen because 
oi' t he southern background of the authors. By doing this, a nor e bal anced 
r epr esent ation is assured, and it affords us vri th a chance for com;;arison. 
Both Els on and Harlow ar e well knmvn in educational circles, and 
their texts a re s till readily avail abl e in many school libraries. Elson 's 
b ook has been i ncl ude d because of the great detail i ncorpora ted in it; 
Harlow 's, for its c onfessed economic and social emphasis . 3 
The final book, by Todd and Curti, has been included for t vro reasons . 
First; it is one of the :nost recently published texts and is val uable to 
us as an exarnpl e of what is contemporary . Secondly, its authors are well 
knmm in the educational and historical field and thus recommend them-
selves to our consideration . 
~.~ere d.ith, .212.• ci t ., p . 4.5. As taken from John E. Stout, The 
Devel opment of High School Curricula in the North Central--s"tates 
from 1860-1918, Chicago, U. of Chicago-Press~921, pp:-180-lSl. 
Kepner , .2E. cit., p . 172. 
Ec>..rlow, .£E• cit., p. V. 
The first tex t examined, the volume by Steel e , was published in 1875 
and therefore cbes not cover the entire period, 186.5-1877 . It devotes 
little t:Lme to i n terpretations or explanati•.)nS and mi ght almost be called 
' 
a catalogue of events of the period. The book l acks enough interpre tive 
material t o de termine its bias ; unless one conclu\:l.es that omi ssion denotes 
support of the Hadicals. Steele does think " the nation rapidly recovered 
frorfl the effects of the war111 which might be interpreted as a boost for 
the administration of the Federal government . It would se em t hat Steele 
was a bit preJ'la ture in his optimism when he stat es that 11 the bitter feel-
2 ings engendered by fraternal strife fast mel ted away . 11 Such t hings as 
the Ku Klt1x Klan, the Black Codes, scandal and corruption receive no 
mentj on; Thaddeus Stevens and Charles Sunmer are like1Jirise ignored. An 
understanding, or even the knowledge of the existence of the monumental 
problems created by Reconstruction could not be gained solely through the 
use of this book . There are reasons, however , why this is partly so . The 
book was publ ished in 187.5 before the per:i.od was complete and before a 
total picture of Reconstruction was ava.i.lable . Also , the 187.5 edition 
used here, was merely a revision of the first edition published in 1871 
· and differed little from it. 
The next text, !. Histor-.t of the .United States and Its Peonle, by 
Eggl eston, differs little basical ly from Steele's. It, too, is not much 
more t han a compilation of facts in a narrative form. Of Lincoln ' s plans 
1. Steel e , Q£• cit., p. 288 . 
2 . Ibid. 
for reconstruction, Eg&;leston makys the barest mention; Steele made none. 
The following sentence is the sum total expended by Eggleston on Lincoln 1 s 
plans; of the famous 11 ten per cent" plan, no mention is made. "When Lee 
surrendered, Lincol n ' s mind was aJ:ready revolving plans for conciliating 
those who had been opposed to him, and for restoring the government at 
l 
the South. " This would lead the uninitiated into bel::_eving that Lincoln 
had planned, but not acted, in attempting to reconstruct the South. 
It is interes ting to note that neither Steele ncr Eggleston convey 
to the r eader any idea of the bitterness that existed in the t empest over 
Andrevv Jol"'~"'1son . One would almost believe that t"b..e impeachment of a Presi-
dent was an every dew occurrence. Eggl eston does not even deign to name 
the Tenure of Office Act but states , " They passed a law ( Congress )2 for-
bidding him to make removals from office except by consent of the Senate . 11 3 
Eggleston 1 s text, of all the eleven exa..'nined, was the only one to 
make no mention of the Fourteenth Amendment . It would seem that this is 
an important omission considering the part this Amendlrent played in the 
Reconstruction story . Also omitted is any account of tl~ Black Codes, 
the Ku IQux Klan, the Reconstruction Acts, corruption and many other 
things. The description of the rise of the Liberal-Republicans is almost 
naive. Eggl eston says, 11 In 1872 a portion of the Republicans , dissatisfied 
~<Yith Grant ' s administration of the government , formed a new party, which 
they called the 'Liberal Republican Part;r !"L~ Another noticeabl e feature 
l. Eggleston, ~· cit ., p • .3.54. 
2. Parentheses are mine . 
3. Eggleston, ~· cit., p . 360. 
4. Ibid., P• 361. 
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is the l ir.li t ed number of personages named. Just eight persons are named, 
l 
t he smallest number in any of the eleven texts exronined . 
Undoubt edl y t his text would appeal to Northern sentiment . As i n 
the case of -Steele 1 s book, nothing is mentioned of the turmoU and strife 
in the South except the follo'l'ring brief sentence . "Various causes pro-
2 duced in t.l,_e South disorder and bad government for some years . 11 Jmy 
knowledge of the true state of affairs the student would be forced to 
gain elsewhere . Considering the vital r ole the textbook pl ayed in the 
I study of history prior to 1900, one must conclude that the picture of Re-
construction t he students received was woefully one- sided and inadequate 
of :Steele 1 s and Eggleston 1 s texts are any true indicator. 
By 1896 a definite change is s een in Fiske 1 s pres entation of the 
- d 3 perlo • In the preface writ ten in 1894 Fiske states that, 11 About 
thj_rteen years ago I was solicited at once by half a dozen publishing 
houses to ·write a schoolbook for the stud;y· of Ameri can history, and in all 
these reques ts the s ame reason was allege d. The desire was expressed f or 
a book from a professional hand instead of the mere compilati ons form8rly 
in use . 11 4 Although it took Fiske some years to respond to these solici-
tations, his text is definitely more comprehensive and thorough than the 
first tvro examined as fa r as Reconstruction is concerned, although a large r 
percentage of Steele 1 s tex t is given to the period. 
Most no ticeable is t he change in interpretation that occurs . Here , 
for t he first time, we f ind that all was not well in t he South. Fiske 
l. See table #3 for names. 
2 . Eggleston , 9£• cit . , p . 361. 
3. Fiske, .2.£• cit . 
II 4e Ibid . J P• III. 
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reveals that the carpetbag governments were the som~ce of much ill-feeling, 
l 
that 11nearly all r espectable people" were kept out of office, that troops 
we r e u sed to maintain order, that the Ku Klux Klan existed and tha t cor-
ruption vras widespread in t he Federal government. This presentation is a 
svrinr; toward the interpretation that Dun.ning was t o subsequently make 
famous, a vie·w favorable to the South. 
:ilEcMaster 1 s tex t is the most comprehensive of any examined thus far . 
Like Fiske's, it r e veals s ome of the probl ems and bitterness inherent in 
Reconstruction but attempts to draw a mor e neutral attitude . It @ight be 
said that HcHaster' s tone is not so decisive as that of Fiske . Political 
i ssues are covered more t horoughly than in Fisk e but not in as vigorous a 
style. I t is in the Jate I)0 1s that t he Southe rn viewpoint on Recon-
str uction begins to r i se to prominence, and Fiske and McMaster are weak 
heralds of this rise. This is not to be c onstrued to mean that these t wo 
texts boldly carxy the Southern f l ag . It does mean that they do acknow-
ledge t hat strife existed between the sections, something Steele and 
Eggleston chose to i gnore . Fiske 1 s text appears to be more friencny to 
this nev7 trend in interpretation, while McMas t er does not commit hi mself 
so strongl y . 
McMaster, as in the case of Steel e , appears optimistic a s r et:ards the 
disappear ance of sectional disputes . Speaking of the election of 1872 
Md~aster says, "For the first time since 1860 the people of all the states 
took part in the el ection of a President of the United States , wh ile the 
number of candidates , Labor, Prohibition, Libera l Republican, Democratic, 
and Republican, showed that the old issues v,rhich caused the war or were 
l. Ibid. , P • 434. 
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caused by the war v1!e r e dead or dying , and that new ones were coming 
1 
forward ." 
In a text 1vrit ten from t he Sout hern viewpoint, by Thompson, we again 
meet this s ame outlook . Using the Spanish-American War as a proving 
poiilt he declares, 111The pa tri otism exhibited in the war with Spain -
patriotism t hat recognized no poin t of the compa s s '- showe d that the las t 
2 
vestige of sectionalism has pas s ed away . 11 I t would seem t hat this vieYv-
point hel d by Steele , McMaster, and Thompson has not been to t ally borne 
out . 
Thompson 1 s text offers us a fine e ~cample of t h e Sout hern interpreta-
tion of Reconstructi on . It i s not a bitter or viol ent expose as is 
Claude Bower 1 s Trag_ic ~' but it presents its views in a di gnifi ed manner 
as befits a high school textbook . 
The previous texts exami ned hc-td little to s ay, pro or con, about 
the merits of A.ndrew Jolmson, whereas Thompson treats him more intimately. 
He points out t hat Johnson was a Southen1 man, a former Democrat and was 
not entirely trusted by the North. Thompson takes a strong stand in de -
fense of J ohnson 1 s diff erences vli th Congress . " The unfortunate difference 
that arose between Congress and President Jolmson made his a<irninistration 
very unpopular , yet it i s now general ly conceded that in the main points 
of the controversy Jol:mson 1s posit j on was correct . 11 3 
The Negro c;:u.estion receives rmch a t tention in this text . Thomps on 
points out that Lj_ncoln 1 s reconstl"llction plan did not require that Negroes 
l. IJcl.Ias te r, 
.£E· cit., P• LfLf5. 
2 . Thompson , op. cit . , p . v. 
Ibid.' p. 417 . 
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be allowed to vote . 11 F-.ce sident Lincoln knew that a race jus t emerging 
from bondage was not capable of voting intelligently. 111 Andre1~ J ohnson, 
too, in carry.-11g out his policy of reconstruct2_ng the South, had f ollowed 
Lincoln i n limiting the rit:ht to 'Tote to vvhi te perso~~ Thompson shoYm , but 
the TI.econstruction cts were designed wi th a different intent. "The 
2 intention was t ·J :1ut the negroes i n cont:r'Ol in the Sou them states • 11 
That i t was t he int ention to l"ee~) the Negroes in control is also r:1en-
t ioned b~r Thompson. "There (the Sout~1 ) the negroes guided by their ·white 
l eaders , formed an association knmm as t he Loyal League for the purpose 
~ 
of keeping the wl1 i t e race under foot. 11 --' Thr)ffipson 1 s i s the only text to 
mention the existence o£' thi s League . 
'i'he "Vagrancy" l av,rs or 11 Ele1.ck Codes" also orne i n f or a share of 
comment. Steel e , :i!:gglestor ~ and Fiske had omitted mention of these~ while 
:t,1c:W:aster treated them briefl y . Thompson staunchly defends thEm. M:c~Taster 
state s that, "To the men of the South_, who feared that the i gnorant 
nef;:coss would refuse to "~NJ rk, these laws seemed t o be neces sary- .uh 
Thompson enl arges upon t his declo.r ing the Negroes "saw no need of worki ng 
if the government Trru ld suprort them, an' they surposed that the g ove1-mnent 
vroul d support them f o r ever . 115 He then echoes t he popul ar Southern defense 
of these lavrs by declari ng that rrThese l avrs were no harsher than t he 
6 
vagr2.ncy laws of some of the Northern states • 11 
1 . Ibid. J p . [fl8 . 
2. Toid., p . 422. 
J . Ibid.' p . ~29 . 
4. Mc1Ja.ster, ~· cit., p . 429 . 
5. Thompson, .912.. cit., p • 420. 
6. Ibid. 
Thompson cbes not hesitate to indict Congress for the troubles of 
t h e Sout.1. . "The terribl e condition of the South - robber governments, 
hatred between the white man and tl1e negro , and constant l awlessness -
could ne ver have exi sted but for the measures empl oyed by Congres s in 
l 
reconstructing the South." 
T'n is text is .definitely w-rit ten fron a Sout hc:c:1 viewpoi nt, but · t 
must be sa icl for ::.t that 1Yhile it defends the South, it does not a t tempt 
to incite ill vv-:LD. or des cend to tho level of name calling . 
In 1\iontgome~J 1 s text we meet a swing back toward more neutral ground. 
He e:;q")resses no opinion on the merits of Johl1son or Gra.nt, does not discuss 
the Black Codes and gives a simple a nd brief account of Southern troubles . 
Hi s descrip tion of events in the South favors the Dunning interpretation. 
Ee paints the traditional picture of carpetbaggers but fairly sta tes that 
"After the war !T!any industrious Northern men settled in the South, - --. 112 
Montgomery 
~ 
treats the Negro in. much the s22ne mam1e r that DuBois 
"l . t -" ral s agcnns • He declares they "were s o ignorant that t.hey did not 
even know the letters of the 4 alphabet. 11 He then goe s rn to state, 
11~perience has since proved t hat the neg:;.~o can protect himself bes t by 
advancing in education and in habits of industry . 115 It is t hi s t ype of 
view that all the Negroes were i gnorant or lacked industry t~1at Negro 
historians oppose . 
1. Ibid., p . 430. 
2. Mont gome ry, £12• cit ., p . 332. 
] . J.fuzzey is especially vehement in his anti-Negro stand. Se e pp . 
485-486. 
4. lv1ont gomer-y-, £12.• cit. , p . 332. DuBois quotes this on p . 711. 
5. Montgomery, .£12• cit., p. 341. 
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A t ouch of nationalisr:1 is plainly evident in lv1ontgomery 1 s discussion 
of t he Civil War debt . He discusses pa;yment of the debt and uses this 
for a slap at countr i es who do not pay t heir's. He contends, " No cotm.try 
in Europe ever volunta rily settled such a debt. Today otrr credit stands 
1 
as high as that of any nation on the globe ." . 
It is i n teresting to note that with the exception of minor changes 
i 1 the acc ounts of the Philadelphia Centennial Zxhibition and the Alabama 
Claims controversy, the 1910 and 1920 editions of Montgomery ' s book are 
identical as regards the Reconstruction period. This book first appeared 
in 1 890 and vms vri dely used for upwards of a generation or more. Thus a 
great number of s t u dents vrere exposed to Mont gomer-y ' s r:tild coverage of 
the period. 
The most opinionated and emphatic tex t yet examined is that by Muzzey. 
He is anti-Johnson and holds no friendship for Negroes nor the Recon-
struction governmen ts. It is the first te:~t to acknowledge the worth of 
Sevrard and Fish, to examine Grant as a political leader, and to introduce 
the Grangers and the Credit Mobilier. 
For Jolmson, Muzzey has little good to say. He states: 
Mr . Johnson had been given the second pl a ce on th..e 
Republican ticket in 1864 not by r e ason of any fitness 
to occupy high off ice, but partly to re~ard him for his 
fideli~ to the Union cause in the seceding state of 
Tennessee a..11.d partl y to save the Republican party from 
the reproach of being called 1 sectional' in again 
choosing both its candidates from Northern states, as 
it had cbne in 1856 and 1860. But the selection of 
Johnson was most unfortunate . He was coarse, violent, 
egotistical, obstinate, and vindictive. Of Lincoln's 
splendid array of statesmanlike virtl..1.es he possessed 
only tvm, honesty and patriotism. Tact, wisdom, mag-
nan~ity, deference to the opinion of others, patience, 
l. Ibid .) p. 335. 
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kindness, humor - all t hese qualities he lacked; and 
he l acked them at ~crisis in our h i story when they 
were sorely needed. 
The Reconstruction governments fare worse than did Johnson at the 
hands of :D£uzzey . 11 The economic evils and social humil::_ation brought on 
the South by the Re construction. governments are alnost beyond description;12 
he declares . The "negro governments of 1868 was an indescribably orgy of 
extravagance , fraud, and disgusting incompetence, - a travesty on e;ov-
3 
ernment . 11 He wails that--
Long after the war was over, the prostrate South, 
which should have been well on the way to industrial 
and com..l!lercial r ecovery, under the leadership of its 
own best genius, still presen t ed in rnany parts a spec-
tacle of anarchy , violence, and fraud, - its legisla-
tures and offices in the grasp of low political ad-
venturers, its resources squandered or stolen, its 
people divided into two bitterly hostile races.4 
Il·luzzey i n 1911, u.."Yllike his predecessors, Steele, McMaster, and 
Thompson, does not feel that sectional animosity was dead or dying • . Tie 
.feels--
The South would never have cherished resentment 
against the North for the defeat of 1861...,.186.5 on the 
fair field of battle; but the hal f century that has 
passed since the fall of Fort Sumter has hardly seen 
the extinction of the bitter pass i on roused in the 
hearts of men, vvom=n, and children of the South against 
their .fellow countr;zmen of the North, for the t crime 
of Reconstruction . r .) 
P..cesident Grant is examined in detail by Muzzey . Previous texts 
largel y i gnored Grant . Muzzey found that "As a soldier Grant had been 
;· 'j 
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superb; as a statesman he was pitiable .nl A fairly complete description 
of Grant 's ineptitude is i ncluded. 2 
I.~uzzey pays a well deserved tribute to Seward and Fish . In this 
respect, t h is tex t leads all the others in recognizing the value of the 
services of t hese tvvo men . Muzzey believes, 11 Had our congressional 
leaders been men of the stamp of Sewmnd and Fish during this pe riod in-
s tead of t he violent, v i n dictive Stevens, the unspeakable demagogue 
Butler, the visionary SUllh'1.er, and the pr oud, uncompromising partisan 
Conkling , .American history would have been spared many hmniliating pages . 11 3 
It seems t hat, almost with a sigh of relief, Muzzey hails the end 
~~ of the period. 
' i mportance, for the c ho ice of either man meant the inauguration of a new 
"The result of the Hayes-Tilden campa ign ·was of little 
era i n our politics, - the end of the carpetbag rule in the South, and of 
the t y ranny of the radical Repllblican Congress, which disgraced the country 
during the adminis trations of Johnson and Grant .n4 
This text is closely pa ttemed after the ph~losophy of the Dunning 
school . It is at the opposite pole from the text s of Steel e and E 1 t gg es on. 
The latter i gnored the South and coment·ed little on the federal govern-
ment. Muzzey i s loud in his condemnation of the Radicals and uphol ds the 
ravaged South. Fiske and M:ci\Ilast er 1 s texts are the t urning point t owards 
this view held by Muzzey . 
1 .. Ibid.' p . [~91 . 
2. ~., p . 491-492 . 
3. Ibid. ' p . 5oo . 
4. Ibid. ' p. h95. 
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One of the most popular texts of the 1920 1 s was Charles and Mary 
Beard 1 s History of th~ United States . The economic philosophy of their 
later work, The ~ of American Civilization, is clearl y apparent in 
this text. They feel that the outcome of the Civil War was "nothing 
short of a revolution. 111 In their The Eise of American Civilization they 
vrent so far as to call the Civil War the 11 Second American Revolution. 112 
Politically speaking, this text dwells more on the social and 
economi c backgrounds of politics than on perso~lities. Such men as 
Lincol n, Johnson, and Grant receive but little mention; the important 
elections of the pe~. od are neglected or b riefly treated. 
The account of conditions · in the South is detailed and follows the 
Dunning theme, but it omits references to personalities and does not 
stress a vindictive attitude. The description of the Ku Klux Klan j_s 
the most complete of any of the texts examined and no attempt is made to 
hide the IG.an's objectional features . 
lJV'here this text differs from its predecessors is in its emphasis 
on economic forces during the period 186.5-1877 . Actually, the Beard 1 s 
acco1..mt of Reconstruction must be include d with their presentation of 
the Civil War, its causes and effects, to get a complete understanding 
of their interpretation of the economic issues involved. ProbabJy one 
sentence best sums up the Beard's viewpoint on the Civil War and its 
a.ftermath. 11 The economic questions wer9 all involved in a moral issue. "3 
l . Beard and Beard, History of the United States, p. 379 . 
2. Beard and Beard, The_ Rise of American Ci vHization, p. .52 . 
3. Beard aYid Beard, His to ry of the United States, p . 376. 
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The styl e of the tex t accotcnts f or its popularit y . It has nothing 
in it offensive to t.he North, being much milder than Muzzey, yet its 
pre sen ta tion woul d satisfy all bu.t t he nore rabid Southern taste s . 
Elson ' s text is notable for its great mass of detail. It mentions 
more events and pe rsonages t han any of t he othe r texts examined . It is 
the first te~ct. to i nt roduce Blad< Friday, the Knights of Labor, the 
Nati onal Labor Union and the Farmers Alliance . From this i nclusion of 
economic events, and from a like pattern jn subsequent texts e , amined, 
a trend toward more economic content, in the cover age of the pe riod 
1865-1877, is noticed . 
Hmveve r, with the e- ception of the above ment:Loned fac ts, this 
text cbes m t differ from the conventional Dunning theme and does not 
merit any detail ed coverage . 
In Harlow we meet a text that places emphasis on economic and 
social factors. He gives an .extensive coverage t o machine politics , big 
busi.11.ess , corruption, and f inancial manipu~ations but omits much detail 
such as names . 
About Andrew Johnson, Har low has little to say • He examines his 
character not at al1 and mentions him only in cmDection ·with political 
events . He takes no stand, either for or a~a inst Johnson, and leaves 
the reader 'V'ri thout a conception of the great controversy t hat surrounded 
him. 
His treat ment of Grant and his adn inistration is entirely dif ferent. 
Mos t texts state , if they mention t he subject at all, that Grant was 
I, honest a11.d an unwitting victim of the duplicity of his friends . 
jl states that Grant 11·Vias so simple, din~ ct, a11d i nnocen t himself that he 
II 
Muzzey 
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failed to understand the dupl icity and fraud tl1a.t were pr acticed tmder 
l hj_s nose . 11 And of Grant 1 s a.dminist:t'at ion Euzzey says , "Frob ably the 
tone of publi c moral ity was never so l ow in a l l our coulYtr;:r 1 s history , 
before or since, as it was in the ~rears oi' Grant 1 s administration (1869-
1877 ) , althou~:;l1 a more honest Pr esident never sat i n the White IIouse . 11 2 
It is this halo of i nnocence surrounding Grant that Harl ow does not 
accept . He reveals t he traditional picture of Grant 1s unsuitabil i ty for 
of f i ce , and the corruption :i_n his admini strtJ.tion, but in greater detail 
than the othe r texts . Eovrever, of Grant ' s ignorance of viha. t was hap-
pening, he has this to scrJ . 11 It was a sorrry era that gave rise to so 
m.uch cc. s~1onesty . Grant 1 s ac1"1irers have insis t ed t hat he was t he imocent 
~ric tim of unscrupulous pl unde r ers , and histo rians like to believe this 
theory . 11 3 
Harlovr and Elson differ quite rD.dica.lly in their opinions of Oakes 
nes . The follovring excerpts , Tfhile lengthy, a re inclu ded as a specific 
and vc::lid example of hovr t -vro textbo 'Jks can create tw-o diver sel y opposite 
interpretations of a. man . The folJo:•fing is Harl ow 1 3 account: 
In December, 1867, a. Jnember of Congress intr oduced 
a. bill to regula t e rat es on the Union Pacific P~.e'rilroad . 
few weeks l a ter another member, Oakes Ames , a director 
of the Union Pacific and of the Credit r.iobilier wrote : 
1 I want that ~rJ1 , ooo i ncrease of the Credit Mobilier t o 
sell hr:Jre . We vrant more fri ends in this Congress . 1 Then 
Ames sold Jl_~J sh.Jres of Credit 1-iiobil ier stock t o Congress-
men and to the Vi ce- President of the United States; as he 
put it, he sold the shares where 1 they ·will do us the most 
good . 1 If any Congressman could not pay cash for the 
stock, U:1P.S b t him have it, and allowed hj_m to pay out of 
the dividends he received . In 1868, Crecli t Mobilier pai d 
1. l,J:uzzey, £12 · ci~. , p . 491. 
2 . Thiel., p . 492 . 
J. Harlow, .2£· cit. , p . L~68 . 
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dividends of' 341 pe r cent - ~341.8.5 for ea ch hqndred-
dollar share . So e ven a poor Congressman who had no 
money coul d buy a share on account, pay for his stock, 
and have a clear profit of ~)241. 8.5 . And the proposed 
bill f or regulating rate s on t he Uni on Pacific did not 
pass . :Many people were made happy . Some Tiembers 
thought Ames should be expelled from the House for 
bribery; but other members were ver y sorry for him. 
He was merely censur ed.l 
And then Harlow concl udes, " Honest, highminded statesmen would 
undoubtedly have e_ pelled Ames , the Representative who distributed the 
stock, · and failure to have done so is in itself an interes ting commentary 
on the public standards which were popul a r. 112 
But Elson does not agree with t his . He says--
To various members of Congre ss he (Ames) sold small 
blocks of stock, not to influence legislation, but r athe r 
to aid him in interes ting capitalists by shovring them that 
his list of stockholders included well 1mown public men. 
---Ames was in no sense a criminal . --- There is no proof 
that Ames vvas corrupt in any way, but there is ample 
evidence that he was a patriot wo rking, injudiciously , i n 
a great cause. The r eal gui lt in thi s famous case l ay 
with the members of Congress who accepted stock, which 
they s hould have r efused, and even dividends for stock 
they had not paid for; and -I".'Orst of all, vvho denied later 
that they had done so. Thus they made a scapegoat of a 
man less f,Uilty than t hemselves .J 
1Uthous h Elson and Har low include a gr eater coverage of economic 
events, that occurred betvmen 186.5-1877, in t heir texts than previous 
te1ds did, t his is not to b e i nterpreted as a swj_ng tovrard an economic 
emphasis as the caus e of Reconstruction as vre have seen in the wrks of 
the Beards and Beale. These writers saw economic causes as the guiding 
l. Ibid.; p . 4W. 
2. Ibid.' p . 467 . 
3. Elson, QE• cit., p . 792, footnote #1 . 
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forces i n the formulation of Reconstruct ion policies, whereas Elson and 
Harlow merely i nclu e descriptions of e conomi c happenings and do not 
adopt an economic philosophy that s av-v this as the reason Reconstruction 
ev-olved as i t did . Har l ow plainly attributes the events of P..adical Recon-
st:i"Uction to the desire of the Republi cans ta remain i n office and reap 
its r ewar ds . "Leaders and follOYr8rs alike hoped t o maintai n the strength 
of the pa.rt~r after the Civil War 1-vas o7er. - - - From the point of vierr of 
t he leaders , the most irllportant thing i.:.n. t he worl d was to keep the Re -
publ ican party s trong and powerful. They devoted s o much t i.me and thought 
to t his r ur}Jose that they lost sight of the real reason for their exi.st -
1 
ence , which shonld have been to promote the w·elfare of the peopl e . 11 
The text by Yarbrough and Bru..ner has a Sout~ern origin, its authol'S 
hailing fr om. Ter>.nessee . It surprisingly g ives litt le space to the eve ts 
of t he Reconstruction period; only Eggl eston ' s text devotes a smaller per-
centc>.ge to the period, 1.4 per cent to 2. 7 pe r cent for Yarbrough and 
Bruner . 
Joh.'ls on and Grant receive but the brief es t of menti on . Nothing of 
Johnson 1 s personality or his fight with Congress is i..ncluded; the ir,1peach-
ment tria l is not dis cussed. , the only tex t t o i gnore this subject . Grant 
is entirel y ir11i tted except for one sentence mentioning dishonesty in 
~ d " n n • ,.J, , • Q -'- I , • • .L ~· 2 m uo...n aiialrs l.iLl rlng renG s ao.mlnls ura "L,:_on . 
As against the above omissions , thi s text includes a lengthy quot e 
from James S. PiY.:e 's famous report on condi tions i n the l egis l ature of 
l. Tiarlow, 212. • ci~., p . 462 . 
2 . Yarbrough and Bruner, ££• cit ., p . 02 . 
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South Carol :ina . It does not fail to po i nt out that Pike was a Republican 
j ournali s t . 1 It then devotes a section t o "frauds in South Carolina . 112 
The treat~ent of the Ku Klux Klan is one- sided. It meb:~J ment i on 
only of hu..rnorous or non-violent methods the Klan used in fr i ght ening the 
Negroes. Nothing is reveal ed of the IQan 1 s baser side and of its 
suppression . 
ToC:.cl and Curti offer nothing radically new save f or one e~:ception . 
They devote one secti on to the constructive achie vements of the carpetbag 
governments . 3 This is probabl y the re sult of the influence of newer in-
terpretations of Recons t ruction advance d by such men a s Si~(ins and Beale . 
This is the first text to so recognize these facts • 
• side from t his concession to ne-:-lar viewpoints this t ext 1 s conception 
of Radical Reconstruction might be called a modernized fonn of the Dunning 
theme . The au thors fe el that the idealism of Stevens and Sumner plus the 
"More p ractical political and economi c interests, r esul ted in t he rejection 
of the Lincoln- Johns on pla.n .:md the subsequent congressional reconstruction 
l 
of the South. 11 4 
The evils of carpetbag government receive a substantial covera~e and 
<:> 
it is pointed out that no rtherners held most of the high positions . To 
balance this the authors offer one sentence . "Regrettabl e t hough all this 
2. lbid., pp . 4~9-500. 
J . Todd and Curti, £E.· cit., p . 404. 
4. Ibid. , p . 401. 
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was, it did not differ from the public dis~onesty . and corruption prevailing 
1 during this same period in the North." 
Todd and Curti's picture of the Ku IQ.ux: IQ.an is a much more real istic 
one than is that of Yarbrough and Bruner . They do not fail to include the 
evils of the I\lan and its subsequEnt decline because of these evils . 
Especially noticeable in this text is the compl ete omiss ion of any 
account of the elections of 1868 and 1872, and the only mention the dis-
puted election of 1876 receives is the fact that Peter Cooper was a 
candidate of the Greenback party. 2 Also omitted are the names of such 
prominent people oi: the era as Horatio Seymour~ Horace Greeley, Samuel 
Tilden, HanLi.l ton F'ish, Carl Schurz and James G. Blaine . 
~ The Works of Historians and Textbook Writers Compare 
In examining the Vl!'i tings of some of the more prominent Reconstruction 
historians, three more or less discernable periods , or eras, in vihich one 
basic interpretati•Jn reigned supreme are noticeable . Up L.mtil about 1 900 , 
historians favored the North. This was the period in which feelings still 
ran hit;h, the Grand Army of the Republic was a power, and the South 
strug£~led to regain some of its past prominence . 
About 1900 Dunning and his follo1Jirers attacked the problem. The result 
of their labors was a basically new interpretation of Reconstruction . They 
reversed the accepted pattern, and the South emerged as a persecuted, but 
not beaten, martyr, while the Radical Republicans were painted as bitter, 
vindi ctive haters of the South and all it stood for. This interpretation 
remained practically unchallenged until the 1930 ' s and still wiel ds much 
1. Ibid. , p . 4o4. 
2. p . 524. 
influence. The 1920 1 s did witness the rehabilitation of Andrew Jolmson 
and the Beard .1s introduction of a more economic, and less political, 
interpretation. But these were the only important departures from the 
Dunning ideal . 
From 1930 on we see a much greater variation in interpretation. 
Beale led the onslaught on t he Dunning theme, ably seconded by Simkins 
and others . These men swung the scales toward an economic interpretation 
of Reconstruction. Also they discovered some progressive and constructive 
features in the Radical Republican program. This does not mean they white-
washed the Radicals of all misdoings, but it cbes mean they gave credit 
where they felt credit was due . Besides Beale and Simkins, others had 
their ovm i deas as to how the Reconstruction drama uruolded. DuBois tried 
to make a labor rrDvement out of it; Allen and Fast carried this even 
further and made Reconstruction ally itself w.i..th Marxi an doctr:ine. Villard 
reverted to t he pre-1900 era and staunch:cy supports the Radical program. 
lloore is at the opposite pole from Villard; he personifies the Dunning 
theme at its extreme; to his reasoning the North had nothing but the 
blackest designs upon the South . 
The textbooks examined do not adhere closely to this three-period 
pattern . We cannot say that the four texts published prior to 1900 
stront,ly favor the North. The two earliest books, those by Steele and 
Eggleston_, can be said to be friendly to the Northern cause, but not in a 
rabid manner . They mention nothing unfavorable about either side and this 
woul d seem to benefit the Northern v-ersion. 
The texts by Fiske and McMaster are evidence that the tide had begun 
to change, and the interpretation so favorable to the South was beginning 
to gather strength. Probably the unusual occurrence of the textbook 
keeping pace with current changes in interpretation can be expla:i.ned by 
the prominence of the authors. Fiske and McMaster were not mere compilers 
of textbooks but eminent historj_ans well versed in the latest his torical 
trends . 
After 1900 the Dlli~ning philosophy became accepted and its hold on 
the American high school history textbook i s nearly as strong today as 
it was in the early part of the centu:ry . None of the textbooks exami:.rJ.ed, 
published after 1900, differ very basically from this theme. They differ 
more in degree of stress of various issues than the;y do in actual inter-
pretation . There is no noticeable change after 1930 as was easily dis-
cemable in the works of the his torians . It would seem t hat the text 
writers were and are content to accept t he long 1mchallen..ged Du..nning theme 
as the basic foundat i on of their accounts of the Reconstruction period 
instead of venturing into the whirlpool of interpretations that have 
spavmed since Beale's The Critical Year . It is true that the Beards 
introduced a version concentrating on the economic side of Reconstruction, 
but they n1ade no full-fledged attempt t o make economic causes the dominani 
theme in Reconstructj_on as did Beale; the Beard 's text does, however, con-
tain the only evidence of originality of any of the texts examined. 
The latest text, by Todd and Curti, shmvs the first visible signs that 
the -vmrk of Beale and his follo-wers is beginning to affect the traditional 
textbook presentation . These authors have in a small way recognized that 
certa in benefits did accrue to the South under t he Radical Republicans. 
The evident slowness of textbook v<~riters to accept these new· theories 
would seem to be in agreement 1vi th Bl ythe ' s fi__Tlili_ngs . 1 However, in 
1. See page 10 for Blythe ' s findings. 
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fairness to the textbook vvriters , it must be said that these theories have 
aroused much more controversy than those Bl;ythe used in reaching her 
conclusions . 
As a vvhole, it seems safe to say that, if the t welve textbooks 
examined here are a relatively good s ample of t he type texts used by 
.merican history students in our high schools through the y ears, the great 
r.1.ajority of these students have l earned the Dunning version of Recon-
struction . Again, if these books are an authoritative sample, this in 
itself is not bad. None of the texts used can be classed as a t-ypa cal-
culated to breed hate or convey false :impress5.ons . The texts are all 
honestly v-rr :i.tten and the an thors have rJresented the material in good taste . 
None of these texts are knowingly designed to create any ill ¥rill although 
some, Thompson for exac:J.pl e, are writte•l. to win sympathy for the South. 
Only j_n the hands of teachers who intentionally try to a rouse animosity, or 
to distort values, could these t welve texts be the creators of bitterness . 
There is a noticeable difference i n style among the textbooks them-
selves and between the texts and the writings of the historians. :r!Jany 
factors account for stylistic differences among texts. Educational trends 
are the reason f or some of t his difference. T'ne first two texts, by Steele 
and Eggleston, follow a chronological pattern that is closely allied to a 
catalogue or an encyclopedia . Fiske and others follow a topical sequence 
while the later texts by Yarbroup;h and Brtmer, and Todd and Curti, are 
arranged in a unit Bethod . Add to this the differences in presentation · 
and the result i~ a great variation in style . Some authors dvrell on 
political '3Vents , (Fiske and HcMaster ), others on economic even Js, (Beards 
and liar· low), still others on detail , (Elson), TThile I'.lonte;omery is content 
with a fairly general coverage . 
The :most noticeabl e style diffe:;_~ence a.J:1ong the textbooks and the 
'aistorian 1 s writings i s the vigorousness of style. -vi th the possible 
exception of :Muzzey, the text aut hors do not exhibit the freshness and 
vlgor of the nistorians . 
Textbooks are written to sell anr t_le authors of them must o'-'serve 
certain requirements. The authors must follow the latest dictates of 
educational leaders plus refraining from writing m1 matters that might 
alienate certain markets for the te ~tbook . Thus we carmot expec t a text 
to be forceful Yrhen it must remain for the mos t part neutral . 
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TABLE I 
Percentage of Textbook Devoted t o the Reconstruction Period 
1865-1877-
Book Percentage Fubli-::ation Date 
Steele 4.3 187.5 
~gt-;lcston 1.4 18 8 
li'iske 2.9 1896 
:i,idlaster 4. 7 1897 
Thomps n 4.7 1904 
I~on tgomery 3. 7 1910 
Muzzey 5.~ 1911 
Beard & Beard 5.7 1921 
Elson 5.9 1926 
Ha rlo.; 4.5 1937 
Y.:::rbrough n Bru.Tler ~ 2. 7 1941 
Tocl & Curti 2. 9 1950 
Method of Computing t'1e Percentage of T xtbook Devot 2cl to the Reconstruc-
tion Peri od, 1865-1877 -- --- ----------
1. The period fro~n Johnson 1 s taking office to the end of Gra.Tlt 1 s admini-
stration is covere d inclusively. I-Io-wever, any materi al relating to 
LD1col n 1s reconstruction efforts included, such as his amnesty 
proclamation and ten-per-cent plan. The ETaa..n.c~pat ·on Procl amati on 
i s not CO'L'lted as it was a war measure rather than a Re construction 
measure . li'or purposes of facility, the count ends '.'Ji t h the t c:mninat ion 
of Grant 1 s admi nistration 0 Jar ch, 1877). The Federal troops vrere not 
removed in all Southern states until Hayes' adninistration, but only a 
few words '.vere devoted to it in any case , and i t vrc.o..s not counted. 
2 . Pll prefaces , inde:res , appendices , etc. are omitted in counting the 
total paga numbers in the bool~ . 
In counting pages devoted to Reconstruction a l l Yrhol e p::1ges ~-ere 
counted . Pictures , maps , study aids, etc . are i ncluded in this count 
as it 'HaS a ssUJiled t~1at they are about the sa.'ne t hr oughout the book . 
4. On page'"' not devoted ·wholly to Reconstruction, the number of ljnes so 
devoted vre re counted. The total number of line s thus counted was 
divided by t he number of lines on a page to ge t the total of pages 
these lines made up . l l pages '!Jere added together t o obtain the 
total. 
5. The total nu1:1ber of pages devoted to Recons truct:Lon vras divided by 
the total m11!lber of pages in the book t 0 get the percenta.;se devoted 
to Reco structi on . 
'6. 
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TABLE II I I 
Events Covered by the >::: ~ "fib~ 0 ~ >::: Q) Twelve Textbooks Ex- +' Q) 0 6 o(l ;j Q) {!) +' {!) 1>. ~ 0 s:: o(l ·r-1 amined ,......j Q) Q) {!) p. 00 Q) 'U'U s:: E f! Q) ,......j ..oc. co @ +' N ~ ~ 0 ,......j 'U+l Q) 00 {!) 
'" >::: L'l cd nJ {!) ~ ~r:q 'U ~ 
I 
~
t +' 00 ·rl t) ..c: 0 i1 Q) Q) ,......j cd c-d 0 ;j Cf} r:q li< ~ E-i ;:E; f:Q(Xl f.:il ::r:: ?-lo(l E-iO 
~J.ncoln ' s 1.0/b P l.an I 
~ X X .. X X X X X 
I 
Wade- Davis Bill X X X X 
Johnson's Reconstruction I 
Plan X X X X X X X X X X X I 
I 
I 
Thirteenth Amendment X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Fourteenth Amendment X X X X X X X X X X X 
I Fifteenth Amendment X X X X X X X X X X X 
Differences bet v.reen Johnson 
and Congress X X X X X X X X X X 
Johnson's Impeachment X X X X X X X X X X X 
Freedmen 1 s Act X X X X X X X X X 
Civil Rights Act I X X X X X X X 
I Reconstruction Acts X X X X X X X X X X I 
Force Acts X X X X X X II 
II 
Election of 1866 X X X X L I J Election of 1868 X X X X X X X X X X 
I 
I 
I ~ ~~ 
! . ' 
' 
. ·~ 
I 
I 
l TABLE II -(Continued) I 
I 
s:: h H ..c: Events Covered by the 0 H s:: Q) gp~ ..j.J Q) 0 s ~ Twelve Textbooks Ex~ Q) [J) ..j.J [J) 0 h ~ 0 s:: ~ ·rl I r-l Q) Q) [J) p., Q() Q) 'D'D s:: 0 H ~ ami ned Q) r-l ~ ell s ..j.J N H H 0 r-l 'D+J Q) Q() w 
""' 0 s:: N ell ell [J) H -e(:Q _2~ I _g r~ t' '"-' c..> t! 0 ~ ~~ ::! ~ elld:!{ I ..,.. ! --f .J!.;.lectlon o1· 1872 X X X X X X X X X X 
Election of 1876 X X X X X X X X X X 
Liberai Republican Party X X X X X X X X X X 
Greenback Controversy X X X X X X 
Jefferson Davis' Release X X X 
. . 
X X X 
Tenure of Office Act X X X X X X X X X 
Black Codes X X X X X X X 
Disbanding of the Army X X X X i 
Public Debt after the X X X X 
War 
Indian vvar in t he South-
west (1865-68) X 
Battle of the Wacheta X X 
I The French in Mexico X X X X X X X X X 
Laying of the Atl antic 
Cable X X X X X X X X X I 
Purchase of Al a ska X X X X X X X X X X X X 
l ,. ... .... 
I 
I 
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I s:: :>. ~ ih~ Events Covered by the 0 ~ s:: Q) 
I +> Q) 0 s o<:l ;::s Q) Twelve Textbooks Ex- Q) (f) ~ (f) 0 :>. :;: ~~ o<:l ·r-i r-1 Q) Q) p., bO Q) 'd'd s:: 0 amined Q) r-1 ~ ~ § +> t'l ~ ~ 0 r-1 'd-t-> Q) bO (f) s:: t'l a! a! (f) ~ ~(:Q 'd ~ 
fn r!.\0 ~ .$ tl ~ .~ ~~ &i til ~o.'>l ~6 
r·en~an .J!jXCrtement X 
Treaty with China (1868) X X 
Pacific Railroad X X X X X X X X X X X 
Alabama Claims X X X X X X X X X X X " -··._ 
General Amnesty Act (1872) X ,. 
Proposed Annexation of 
Santo Domingo X X X X 
Great Fires (Chicago, Bos-
·.ton, vlisconsin) X X X X X I 
Admission of Nebraska 
(1867) X X X X X X 
Loyal League X 
Ku Klux Klan X X X X X X X X X X 
Coinage Act of 1873 X X X X X 
I I Panic of 1873 X X X X X X X X X X I 
I Corruption Grant's 
Administration X X X X X X X 
I ~ ... __; c.r. 
f? 
I' 
I 
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· (Continued) I 
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rd .Q) Q) Cl.l 0.. b() Q) '0'0 ~ Twelve Textbooks Ex- ,-QJ rl ~ cd a -j.) ~ r-. r-. 0 r-1 '0+:> Q) b() ~ ~ ~ cd ctl (I) r-. r-.a:~ ] s amined .p b() ·rl ~ ~ ~ il Q) Q) r-1 cd cd ~ I'Ll · ~ E-4 a:! a:! I'Ll ::r: >-lo<! E-40 I 
Whiskey Ring X X X X X X X ( 
I 
I Philadelphia Centennial 
II Exhibition (1876) X X X X X X X 
Telephone X X X X I X X X 
Admission of Colorado 
. (1876) X X X X X 
I Congressional Plan of 
Reconstruction X X X X 
National Labor. Reform 
I P~rty (Election of 1872) X X X 
Prohibition Party X X 
Resumpti on of Specie 
I Pa;ymerrt ct X X X X 
I Committee on Recon- I 
struction X X X X 
~ Ele ction of 1874 X X X I 
Virginius Affair X ,, 
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TABLE II 
(Continued) 
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foH 
H 0 H ,:::: <l) 
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""" 
::a: E-1 ~ C:QC:Q f;il ::r: 1>-!c<l E-10 
Changed Character of 
I 
Republican Party after 
1865 X 
I Public Domain seized by Land Sharks X 
Credit Mobilier X X X X X X 
The Grangers X X · X X X X 
I 
South Sends Confederate 
,I Leaders to Congress X X 
II Modoc Indian Trouble 
1872-1873 X X X X 
Sioux Indian Trouble 
(1876) X X X X 
Improvement in American 
Education X X 
Expatriation Treaties with 
Englan:i and Gennany X 
Inflation Bill X X X 
':i, 
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I TABLE II (Continued) 
1>.. 
..c: !=: H 
I 0 H !=: Q) bOH Events Covered by the ~ Q) 0 @ o(:j ~ ;:::$ Q) o(:j •.-1 Q) +' til 1>.. E § r-1 Q) Q) til ~ bO Q) '0'0 !=: Twelve Textbooks Ex- ' Q) r-1 ~ ~ ~ N ~ ~ 0 ~ ..0 H '0+' Q) bO til 0 N til HP=l 'g~ amined +' bO ·r-1 (.) ..c: ~ ~ Q) -Q) r-1 Cll Cll I U) r:il PL. ~ 8 P=!P=l r:il tl:l 1>-to(:J 80 
Indian Rights Association 
·' X 
Salary Grab X X X 
I District of Columbia 
Franchise Bill X 
Lee Asks Pardon as an 
Example to His Men X 
Founding of the Weather 
Bureau (1870) X 
I 
Belknap Affair X X X 
Black Friday X X 
Texas vs. White X 
Hepburn vs. Griswold X 
Slaughter House Cases X X 
Erie Railroad War X 
Congressional Campaign 
Committee (1866) X 
II 
,-J~: 
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TABLE II 
( C ont inued) 
o(:j 
s:: s:: to fa 0 H 0 Q) Events Covered by the +' Q) C/) s o(:j 5 H Q) C/) +' ~ 0 l>. 6 ~ Twelve Textbooks ~ r1 Q) Q) C/) llO Q) '0'0 s:: r-, Q) •rl Q) r-l ~ ctl 0 1'1 t'J H H 0 r-l ..0 s:: 'Ot: Q) llO C/) ~ .£! N ctl ctl C/) H ~ e amined +' llO •rl 0 0 ~ Q) Q) r-l ctl '8 :::1 Cl) r:il rx.. ~ E-1 ~ r:Qr:Q r:il ::r:: ?-lr:Q E-1 0 
Knights of Labor X X X X X 
National Labor Union X X X X X 
Farmers Alliance (1873) X X X X 
Growth of the Meatpa.cking 
Industry X 
Crop Mortgage System X 
Tweed Ring X X X X X X 
Frauds in South Caroli na X X 
I House Passes Resolution for 
Amendment Allowing Women t o 
Vote (1869) X 
Tenant Farmers X X 
W.C.T.U. Founded (1874) X 
Kalamazoo Case (1870-72) 
Legal to Tax to Support 
High Schools X 
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r ~ s:: I 
..0 0 H s:: (J) tlOH ! ..jJ (J) 0 § ~ 2 § Events Covered by the (J) ((.) ..jJ ((.) 1>:, ~ ~ • .-I r-1 Q) Q) ((.) 1§" tl() Q) 'ti'CI s:: 0 Twelve Textbooks Ex- (J) r-i .!<: ~ ..jJ ~ ~ ~ 0 ..-I .0 H ~~ (J) gg ((.) 0 s:: ~ ((.) ~ HCCl amined ..jJ •.-t ~ ..0 ~ ~ (J) (J) r-1 'll U) ~ Pr.t E-1 CQCQ ~ ::r: ~~ E-10 
I Constructive Achievements I of Carpetbag Governments X 
Ku Klux Klan Act X 
Why Northern Reconstruc-
tion Failed X 
Montgomery Ward and Sears 
and Roebuck X 
Economic Troubles of the 
Soutp X X X 
Knights of the vJh.ite 
Camelia X X X 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE II 
(Continued) 
In conjunction with Table II it is to be r.<e membered that in 
anal-"zing the texts all events mentioned that oCCi..lrred bet'reen 186)-1877 
are i ncluded. Thus the table includes many t hings t ha t in actuality have 
lit t l e to do with Reconstruction . This plan was adopted so that no issue 
might a rbitrarily be left out that could in some way be conside r ed a part 
of Reconstruction . The reason for this :..s that a more socia l and economic 
i nterprGtation by the newer Reconstruction historians has m<:de it ex-
tremely ,ifficult to decide what shouJ.d aYJ. d should not be included . There-
fore, this paper contains everything the textbooks cover in the ~eriod, 
186)-1877 . 
As can be seen in the ta.bJ.e, just four texts out of t~·relve make any 
mention of t he el ection of 1866. This would seem to be major difference 
in coverage between t he te:xt vrri ters and the historians . The historians 
consider this election vital to Reconstructj_on, and if Andrew Johnson 
had s hovm more tact the Reconstruction story might be quite different 
today . They fe el that Joh.rlSon 1 s loss of the support of Congress when the 
P..adicals secured a tvro-thirds· ma,jori t y ·:ras crucial . :et the textbooks 
i grwre this vital point and J 'ohnson 1 s f amed 11 s·wj_ng around the circle • 11 
,.·· ···t 
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TABLE III 
s:: 1>. ~ Persons and number of ~ 0 H s:: Q) b()~ times each is mentioned ~ Q) 0 s o<l 2 § Q) Ul ~ Ul 0 lD- ); <><l.,..., in each textbook r-1 Q) Q) U) P. ~0 "0'0 § 0 Q) r-1 ~ ctl § N ~ ~ r-1 .0 H ;g~ Q) bO Ul ~ s:: N ctl ctl Ul ~ ~m fn r~ ~~ .g 1e 9 l.g ~ ~ d $ ~ ~~ 2~ .ti.Ul' ci.UdlU J. J. 2 
' 
l..Z ) To 1:5 4J. 5 9 28 
Andrew Johnson 
7 6 5 8 17 11 30 7 75 14 11 30 
Ulysses s. Grant 8 3 10 11 12 7 27 9 65 30 1 2 
Thaddeus Stephens 6 19 1 5 
Charles Sumner 8 1 14 2 4 
Horatio Seymour 1 1 2 2 1 1 8 1 
Rutherford B. Hayes 3 4 3 4 2 12 6 16 12 2 1 
Horace Greeley 5 2 3 5 1 1 3 3 24 3 
Samuel J. Tilden 2 4 3 3 2 4 4 15 8 
Jefferson Davis 1 1 2 3 1 7 1 
Edwin M, Stanton 1 1 3 4 1 2 17 1 
William H. Seward 1 1 5 3 21 D-o 4 
General Lorenzo Thomas 1 
General William T. Sherman 1 1 1 1 1 3 
General Philip Sheridan 1 1 1 1 3 
-
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TABLE III 
(Continued) 
s:: s ibr-c 0 r-c s:: 
Persons and number of ..p (!) 0 s o<.l ;;: 5 ~ (!) (f) ..p (f) 0 ~ o<.! • .-i times each is mentioned .-l (!) (!) (f) ~ tlO 'ti'ti s:: -o Eg (!) .-l ~ ct:l 13 N r-c r-c 0 .-I 'ti-P in each textbook ~ tlO (f) :"2: 0 N ct:l ct:l (f) r-c r-c~ 'ti r-c tlO •.-i C) ..c: 0 ~ (!) (!) r--l ct:l ct:l 0 ;::1 r:il ~ ~ E-t :"2: 
""' 
~~ r:il ~ :>-to<l E-to 
General George A. Custer 1 2 1 4 2 1 4 
Hamilton Fish 1 3 1 2 1 
Schuyler Colfax 2 2 2 1 2. 
General Frank P. Blair 1 1 1 1 2 
Napoleon III 2 1 3 5 2 3 1 3 4 
Maximilian 2 2 2 6 3 2 3 1 3 
Cyrus li. Field 3 1 2 1 3 2 1 
Gener al George Meade 1 
Anson Burlingame 2 1 2 
Henry Wilson 1 3 1 l 5 
B. Gratz Brown 2 1 1 2 
General E. R. s. Canby 1 2 
Sitting Bull 1 2 1 
Black Kettle 1 1 
Alexander Graham Bell 1 2 5 1 2 1 
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(Continued) 
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..c: H 0 H ~ Q) bOH Persons and number of +> Q) 0 § o(:! ~ ;::1 Q) Q) (f) +> (f) p... 0 ~ 
o<:! ·n times each is mentioned ,..; Q) Q) (f) § bO Q) '"d'"d ~ 0 H ~ Q) ,..; ~ ~ +> N H H 0 ,..; -e~ "0+> in each textbook Q) bO (f) 
'""' 
~ N C1} C'll (f) H 
-sa +> bO ·n t> ..c: 0 ,a Q) Q) ,..; C'll <U 
' 
U) r£1 rx.. ~ E-< ;.?:: 
""" 
~~ r£1 ::r: 1>-to<:! E-<0 
Wl..lllam A. Whee.le r 1 4 1 
Thomas A. Hendricks 1 3 2 
w. s. Groesbeck 1 
F. L. Olmsted 1 
Charles O'Conor 2 1 
John Quincy Adams 1 1 
David Davis 2 1 4 2 
Joel Parker 1 
James Black 1 
John Russell 1 
Jay Cooke 1 1 1 
Green Clay Smith l 1 
G, T. Stewart 1 
Peter Cooper 2 1 1 1 
Newton Booth 1 
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(Continued) .. 
s::: 1>. 
...s::: H 0 H s::: Q) bOH Persons and number of ~ Q) 0 s 1>. o(j ~ 5 ~ 
o(j ·r-1 
Q) Cl) ~ Cl) 0 times each is mentioned r-l Q) Q) Cl) P. bD Q) '0'0 s::: 0 ] ~ Q) r-l ~ ~ s ~ t'l H H 0 r-l '0~ in each textbook Q) r~ Cl) 0 t'l qJ eel Cl) ~ H!Xl 'g s ~ ·r-1 ~ ...c:: 0 ~ Q) Q) fj ~o(j CJ) J::.. E-i ~ !XI !XI E-iO H. ~v. Davis 3 3 2 
Alexander Stephens 3 
1.Yendell Phillips l l 
General Pope l l 
Chief Justice Chase 1 l 9 l 
George ~villiam Curtis l 1 
i 
I 
l James Russell Lowell 1 1 3 1 
Benjamin F. Butler 2 1 
William Marcy (Boss) Tweed 3 2 5 9 6 
General Orville E. Babcock 1 
William w. Belknap 1 2 2 4 
Charles Francis Adams l 4• 7 
Carl Schurz 1 1 3 
James G. Blaine 4 10 
Justice Bradley 1 3 
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'8 s +> ·rl ~ ..c 0 ;:j (l) (l) r-1 cd cd Cl) r.£1 II-. E-f ~ ~ r:Q!IJ r£1 ::r: >-f o(j E-fo 
Lord. LJockburn 1 ? 
Czar Alexander II l r ,• 
Roscoe Conkling 1 l 
Benjamin Wade 1 4 7 - 1- 2 
Henry vf. Longfellow 1 1 
John Greenleaf Whittier l l 
Ralph Waldo Emerson 1 1 
Oliver Wendell Ho~nes 1 1 
John Lothrop Motley 2 2 
Francis Parkman 1 1 
Zachariah Chandler 1 
Robert E. Lee 1 1 
George Bancroft 2 
Henry J. Raymond 1 
William P. Fessenden 3 
.. 
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George s. Boutwell 2 
G. H. Williams 2 
Gen eral Schofield 2 
General Sickl es 1 
Gener al Ord 1 
John Sher man 1 7 
Thomas Ewing 4 
J ohn A. Logan 2 
George F , Edmunds 3 
Benjamin R. Curtis 1 
i.Yill i am 111: , Evart s 4 
Gideon Welles 1 4 
Juarez 1 
William Sprague 1 
.. 
Kat e Chase 1 
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f-~ fXl fXl f>:l :I: ~c,;j E-<0 
l.Tenera.L Wln1·J.e-ra -s. nancoCK: 2 
Wade Hampton 1 
Elihu B. Washburn 3 
A. F. Stewart 2 
E. R. Hoar 4 
J acob D. Cox 4 
Hanni bal Hamlin 1 
Allan G. Thurman 1 
William G. Brownl ow 1 
Earl Russel 1 
Sir Edward Thornton 2 
Lord Granville 1 
Queen Victoria 1 
Count Sclopis 1 
Viscount d' I tajuba 1 
-
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Jacques Staempfli 1 
Robert c. Schenk 1 
Samuel Nelson 1 
Earl de Grey and Ripon 1 
• 
Sir Stafford Northcote 1 
I 
Professor Ber nard 1 
Sir John A. Macdonald 1 
Gladstone 1 
Charles A. Dana I 1 
I Lyman Trumbull 5 I 
Stanley ~1at hews 
I 
1 
Governor And r ew Curtin 3 
A. K. McClure 4 
Cassius N. Clay 1 
Justice Field 2 
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James Bra oks 3 
Benjamin H. Bristow 2 1 1 
William Allen 1 
Michael C. Kerr 1 
Col. Robert C. Ingersoll 1 
George H. Pendleton 1 
James A. Garfield 2 1 
H. L. Dawes 1 
William D. Kelley 1 
Senator Patterson 1 I 
Captain Jack (JVIodoc Chief) 2 
Crazy Horse I 1 
I General Terry 1 
~v. P. Kellogg 5 
, ...__,_; 
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TABLE III 
(Continued) 
h 
{bH ~ H 0 H ~ Q) 
;::l Q) Persons and number of ~ Q) 0 @ c<:! :s: 2 § c<:! ·rl Q) U) ~ U) h times each is mentioned .-I Q) Q) U) @' b.O Q) '0'0 ~ 0 Q) 
.-I ~ Cll iS N ~ ~ 0 .-I .0 H ~t in each textbook Q) b.O U) '>' 0 N U) ~. HIII -=-< 
.a Q) Q) .-I Cll C\l 0 ;::l ~ b.O ·.-I 0 ..c: 0 fil ::r: 1>-ic<:! E-fO U) fil Pr-. ::a: E-f ::a: .... liili! 
D. B. Penn 
4 
Hugh McColloch 
3 
Jay Gould 
2 12 2 
Jim Fiske 
2 10 1 
A. R. Corbin 
1 
Don Pedro II of Brazil 
2 
R. B. Connolly 
2 
P. B. Sweeny 
2 
• A. Oakley Hall 
2 
J. M. Wells 
2 
Leland Stanford 
1 
Colonel Pritchard 
1 
' Cornelius Vanderbilt I I 8 I 2 Gerrit Smith 1 2 J Elisha Gray 2 I -
-
; 
0 
~ 
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TABLE III 
(Continued) 
~ :>:. H ..c 0 H r::: Q) bOH +> Q) 0 s o::l § § Persons and number of Q) UJ +> UJ 0 :>:. ~ o::l.,-l r-1 Q) Q) Cll §' bO Q) 'd'd r::: times each is mentioned Q) r-1 ~ C1l +> N H H 0 r-1 ..0 H :g~ Q) bO Cll ~ 0 ~ N C1l C1l Cll rJ ~CQ in each textbook +> bO •rl <.> ..c 0 ~ Q) Q) r-1 0 ;:J C/) !Xl li.. ~ E-t ~ 
""'"' 
CQCQ r:il ::r:: :>-lo::l E-to 
T. V, Powderly l l 
Andrew Carnegie 5 
Sir Henry Bessemer 2 
J. Edgar Thomson 2 
J. D. Rockefeller 7 
Philip Annour 1 
Gustavus T. Swift 1 
Simon Cameron 1 
Daniel Dre'i'r 14 I 1 
Russel Sage 1 
James s. Pike 1 
Samuel Bowles 1 
I 1 1 1 1 W. H. Sylvis I I 
Uriah S, Stevens 2 1 1 
1 Dr. F. L. Owsley 1 
. . 
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-
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TABLE III 
(Cant inued) 
0 
1>. L 1-1 1-1 ...c: 0 s:: (!) gf~ Persons and number of +) (!) 0 § (!) I)) +) I)) 1>. ~ ~ ~ <>(j times each is mentioned r-l (!) (!) I)) ~ Q() Q) '0'0 s:: 0 •rl Q) r-l ~ m +) 1:>1 1-1 1-1 0 r-l :g~ in each textbook Q) bO I)) ;21 0 c to;] C1l til I)) 1-1 1-lc:Q 
+) Q() ·rl t.) ...c: 0 :;:$ Q) (J) r-l m ctl 0 ;.j 
Cl) r:il rx.. '-"""' E-t ~ ~ mm r:il ::r:: 1>-l <>(j E-tO o <i
General R. A. Sneed 1 
i John Wanamaker I 1 
Joseph Glidden 1 
Oliver H. Kelley 2 
John D. Scanlon I I 1 
John McDonald 1 
vvilliam A. Richardson 1 
Oliver Payne I 1 
I George F. Hoar 1 
-
. -
... 
~ ,. ,, 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
Book 
Ste ele 
Eggl es ton 
Fis ke 
McMaster 
Thompson 
l iontgomery 
Muzzey 
Beard & Beard 
Elson 
Varlow 
TABLE rv 
Humber of Persons l.IIentioned .Qz Each 'T'extbook 
durine Period 1865-1877 
Nu..rnber of Persons Nienti oned 
20 
12 
24 
34 
26 
19 
36 
17 
137 
34 
Yarbrough & Bruner 16 
Todd & Curti 33 
T'nis table reveals a vvide variation in the number of persons men-
tioned i n the twelve textbooks . The range extends from Zggl eston , vri th 
12 persons n~1ed, to El son , with a stag;ering 137. The average is 34 
persons per text. Eliminating Elson's t ext, t he average ·would be 24. 6 
names per text. 
TI1e variances in the number of persons mentioned is often due to 
the author 's style . Many of the t exts cover the same issues yet one 
I 
I j 
author leaves out all names or includes on.ly the important on.es ; other 
vv.ri ters j_nclude minor participants also. Elson goes to great extremes 
and includes names ~hat only the most complete and detailed histories 
cite . 
I ~ 
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